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Taps Elects Frank Turner
To Lead New Senior Staff
Yearbook Editors Hint New
Emphasis On Social Section

Thespians Rehearse

Taps senior staff elected Frank Turner, electrical
engineering major from Columbia, editor of the 196182 yearbook in a special 6-hour meeting April 5, imimmediately following Easter Holidays. Frank was Organization Editor this year.
Mike Britt, an architecture ma
or from Georgetown was elected if there is to be a good repreto the office of Business manager. sentation of the clubs. AnMike was the associate Designer other thing is stressed is a
for the 1960-61 Taps. Kemp Mooney an arts and science major good pictorial section.
This year the Taps staff infrom Columbia was raised from
Designer to Chief Designer and cluded two designers instead of
Winston Fowler, from Rock Hill one. They also added the new
and majoring in industrial manoffice of Associate Editor.
agement was promoted from Office Manager to Advertising Editor.
Set For April 20

1961-62 Taps Senior Staff
Elected to the Taps Senior staff last week
were (top row, left to right) Hal Littleton
George Begg, Mike Britt, Liston NeSmith;
(second row) Tommy Vaughn, Winston Fowler; (third row) Jerry Cline, Steve Morrison;
(fourth row) Joe Anderson, Hugh Rock;
(center piece) Frank Turner. Not pictured:
Tim Timmerman and Kemp Mooney. (News
Staff Photo by Jerry Stafford.)

Students Name Candidates
To Rising Class Offices
Nominations for senior class officers were held in the Chemistry auditorium Monday night with
Ken Powell, president of
this
year's senior class presiding.
Nominated to the office of president was Hugh Folk, ceramic engineering major from Fairfax,
and Jim C.aughman, dairy major
from Lexington. Carroll Dennis,
industrial management major
from Beaufort and Martin Stokes,
arts and sciences major
from
Greer were the nominees for Vice
President.
Becky Epting, arts and sciences major from Cemson and
Mike York, chemistry major
from Allendale, vie for the office of Secretary, while Boyd
Loadholt, Agronomy major from
Fairfax and James Council, ceramic engineering major from
Orangeburg compete for Treasurer.
Twelve nominees for the position of Senators are: Tim Clancy,
ceramic engineering, Barnwell;
Norman Guthrie, textile science,
Charlotte, N. C; Jimmy Harris,
civil engineering, Fort Mill; Jerry Harmon, mechanical engineering, Lexington; Jim Huntert industrial management, Greenville;
Wayne Hoard, chemical engineering, Startex; Carl Leonard, industrial management,
Greer;
Sammy
O'Neal,
arts
and
sciences, Fairfax.
Others are: Walter Pitts, agricultural engineering, Newberry;
Donald Sheeley, chemical engineering, Newberry; Tom Weeks,
Pre-med., Hickory Grove and Jim
Wilcox, chemical engineering,
Darlington.
Offices and positions that are
held by the nominees are as follows: Hugh Folk: Freshman class
Treasurer, Sophomore class Treasurer, Junior class Vice President,
charter member of Kappa Delta
Chi, also Treasurer of same fra-

ternity. He is a hall councilor,
member of The American Ceramic Society and served on
the
Freshman Council.
Mike York is a member of the
CDA and American Chemical Society, Secretary of the Junior
Class and social chairman fcr the
Junior Follies. Jim Caughman is
President of The Southern Region
of ADSA, PIO of the Pershing Rifles, a member of Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, Delta Kappa Alpha fraternity, Scabbard and
Blade and the Lutheran Church
Council.
Becky Epting is the Corresponding Secretary of The South
Carolina Student Legislature,
News Editor of THE TIGER,
serves on the Elections Committee of Student Government, Treasurer of Omicron Sorority; Treasurer of South Carolina Collegiate Press Association, Secretary of National Science
Foundation.. Summer _ Institute.
Boyd Loadholt is a charter
member of Kappa Delta Chi,

Sav-A-Pac Contest
Announces Winners
Winners of the Sav-A-Pack Contest, which was held' from March
6 to April 10, have been announced. Two fraternities and one individual were to be selected. First
place in the fraternity division
went to Numeral Society, .second
place winner is Sigma Alpha Zeta.
The individual to win is D. E.
Hunt. Each of the three winners
received a Decca three speed
stereo..
The winners were chosen by the
largest number of Phillip Morris,
Parliament, Alpine, Phillip Morris Commander packages or box
tops sent in. Altogether 15,000
empty packages were sent.

Fraternities Compete To Find The
"Ugliest Man On Clemson Campus
Interfraternity Council is sponsoring a contest selecting "the
Ugliest Man of the Clemson Campus". This contest features a
representative from each social
fraternity to be voted on by the
entire student body. The votes will
be cast on the Loggia on the
days of April 24 and 25 in cooperation with
the
first
annual "Greek Week". The ballots
will be cast at the rate of a penny a vote. The money will be collected in individual boxes for each
candidate on the Loggia. All proceeds from this contest will be
given to the American Cancer Society.
A project such as this has
been undertaken by several othr
er schools in the South and has
proved very successful. The results of, this project is highly dependent upon the support each
fraternity gives its representative to secure votes from the

a

entire student body.
The contestants and their individual fraternities represented
are as follows: (1) Ned Toledano,
arts and sciences major
from
Greenville is representing Sigma
Alpha Zeta; (2) Jim Stepp, an
industrial management major
from Greer is representing Delta
Kappa Alpha; (3) Bill' Mathis,
horticulture major from Manchester, Georgia is representing the
Numeral Society.
Others are: (4) Johnny Wrenn,
mechanical
engineering
maor from Chester, supported by
Phi Kappa Delta; (5) Fred Bishop, industrial management major . from Beaufort is representing Kappa Sigma Nu; (6) Dean
Winesett, an' architecture major
from Marion is the candidate of
Kappa Delta Chi and (7) Fred
Johnson, a textile management
major from Greenville is representing Sigma Kappa Epsilon.

Other members from the returning staff elected to higher
positions are Jerry Kline, industrial management major from
Columbia and Steve Morrison,
civil engineering major
from
Hartsville retained his post as
Photo Editor.
New members elected to the
senior Staff were Hal Littleton,
textile chemistry major
from
Hartsville; to Copy Editor Hugh
Rock, industrial management major from Rock Hill; to Activities
Editor Liston NeSmith, Premed
major from Augusta, Georgia;
to Classes Editor Tim Timmerman, industrial engineering major
from Hartsville and to Organizations Editor Joe Anderson, civil
engineering major from Greenwood to Sports Editor.

Clemson Tig Band
Finishes Annual
Concert Tour
Clemson Concert Band left
Tuesday for its annual tour with
10 concerts scheduled during the
four day trip. Tuesday the band
was at Belton for an evening
performances.
Three concerts
were planned on April 12 in
Ninety Six,
Prosperity and
Whitmire. Yesterday they were
in Great Falls, Pageland, and
Bennettsville and today they
are at Darlington, Kingstree,
and Monck's Corner.
A variety of music, calculated
to appeal to nearly all musical
tastes, makes up the concert. For
the serious minded, there are
original bands works, such as
Henry Cowell's "A Curse and a
Blessing" and "Cassation for
Symphonic Band" by director
Butler and also Bach's "If Thou
Be Near."

Ann Bond and Don Benz are shown in a seemingly lively
rehearsal for the coming play, "Picnic", to be presented by
the Clemson Little Theatre soon.

Follies To Feature
Feminine Frolics
Junior Follies, an annual spring highlight, will be
held in the Clemson College Field House April 20 at
8:15 p.m. This year the Follies will feature individual
vocalists, vocal groups, and various dance presentations.
The "Jesters", from Carolina, a
group of boys whose style is simi- lies in an extremely competent
lar to that of the Kingston Trio, manner. Shouldering complete rewill be featured. They have made sponsibility for preparing and preappearances at fraternity parties senting this near traditional event
in Columbia plus other trips to at Clemson, Stephen and Bill have
nearby colleges.
gone all out to make this year's
Deanna Davis, a vocalist from Follies the best yet. I am confiWinthrop, will also be featured. dent that they have succeeded, and
Besides having made appearances that every Clemson student, date,
in Columbia, she has also sang and friend will leave the Field
House Thursday night having enwith the Winthrop Chorus.
There will be two dance groups joyed a delightful and entertainfrom Coker. One group will pre- ing evening."
Timmerman continued to say,
sent modern dances while
the
other group will perform the Can- "As stated above, that ever enCan. Jane Ruddy from Winthrop joyable feminine appeal will be
will present a modern dance act. predominant in our show, with
Janet McGee who holds
the light humor and jokes interprettitle of "Miss Greenville" will pre- ed within the script to make the
sent a vocal act. Also featured evening even more enjoyable."
Tickets will be sold by memwill be- the Naturals, a group of
Clemson boys, and Jerry Raz, a bers of the Junior Class in the
Clemson student, will play the ac- dining hall and in the dormitories
at the price of $.50 each. This is
cordion.
Co-Directors of Junior Follies a small investment for the enjoyare Bill Watson and Stephen Long. ment you will receive by attendThe Emcees will be Mike Britt ing.
and Stephen Long.
When asked for a comment on
what, they were striving to accomplish, the Co-Directors had this
to say, "We are trying to provide
good wholesome fun for everyone.
We are also trying to give the stuSurveys recently completed by
dents what they want — girls."
John Timmerman, President of the Clemson Alumni Association
the Junior Class had this to say, show that among the over 4000
"The Junior Class is very fortu- students registered at
Clemson
nate to have as its co-directors this semester, 362 sons and daughStephen Long and Bill Watson. ters of Clemson alumni are preThese two men have approached sently attending college here.
the directorship of the Junior Fol- Starting with the Class of 1916
and going through the Qass of
1943, there is at least one "alumni
student"
from each
Clemson
class. At the extremes, are the
Class of 1910 and Class of 1957,
each represented with one "future
alumnus". The Class of 1934 leads
this semester with a total of 37
sons and daughters seeking Clemson degrees. Close behind are the
Classes of 1929 and 1933 with 33
and 26 respectively.
Carvel R. Blakeney of Kershaw,
a 1929 textile engineering graduate, currently has three sons attending Clemson; Carvel, Jr. a
senior, Kenneth a Junior, and Harry a Freshman. Several alumni
have two students at Clemson this

Others are Tommy Vaughn, industrial management major from
Rock Hill to Faculty Advisor Ed.
and George Begg, industrial management major from Spartanburg
Treasurer of Alpha Zeta, President to Office Manager.
of Agronomy Club, and is also a
Beginning in September, bemember of Phi Eta Sigma and
Phi Kappa Phi. James Council is fore the students begin the proTaps
a member of The American Cera- cess of registration, the
Other selections are "Around
mic Society and is on the Junior- Staff is back of the campus and the World in Eighty Days,'
has begun work on the new "Green willow,"
Senior Committee.
and
"Pav
Taps. They set up a schedule to anne". Marches will include
Martin Stokes is a member of
get pictures of the students tak- "Brass Aflame", "Them BasThe B. S. U. Council, social chairen which begins the process of ses",
and
"The Vanished
man for Junior YMCA, Attorney
designing the new yearbook.
Army".
for Senior Council and Recording
Secretary, of Freshman Council
At this time, the students may
"A xylophone trio, consisting of
during his sophomore year.
purchase the 1961-62 Taps from Clifton Hattaway, George Lucas
Carroll Dennis is a member of members of the staff. This year and Jerry Raz will play "SereThe Newman Club, Junior Class the present staff began to place nade for a Picket Fence", accomRepresentative, member of more emphasis on social sections. panied by the band, and a dixieKappa Delta Chi and was re- This includes fraternities and so- land combo will play "Original
cently a representative of. Clem- rorities. Next year plans have Dixieland Concerto.".
son College at the Auburn Con- been made to place more emphaference on international affairs. sis on this section.
Junior Officers
The new staff is striving to
Nominations ior the officers put out the best Taps ever. In
of the rising junior class were order to do this, they need the
held 7:30 Monday in the Chem- cooperation of each organization
Winner of the prize for best of
istry Building. Outgoing Presi- on the campus. This is necessary all entries in the annual Student
dent Tim Timmerman called
Art Contest was Chick Grant. His
the meeting to order and prowater
color paining was judged
Beaux
Arts
Ball
ceeded in regular form.
best in the show which is sponsorQualifications for office are
ed jointly by the Minarets, Honoa grade point ratio of not less Shows Costumes
Third annual Beaux Arts Ball of rary Fraternity of Architectural
than 1.8 and junior standing
at the end of the semester. Up the Clemson School of Architec- Students and by the Clemson Stuto four candidates were per- ture was held in the Architecture
dent Chapter of the American Inmitted to run for each major Building Saturday evening.
stitute
of Architects.
office. Campaign rules and
Outstanding costumes present
expenses has been left to the included Mercury, God of Com- First prize in the painting dividiscretion of the candidates.
munication and Diana, Goddess of sion went to Robert Everett WashPaul Goodson, an architecture Love worn by Bill and Rachel ington; first prize in the drawing
major from Charlotte, N. C. and Davis; a poodle and its top-hatted
livision was awarded to James
Joe Swann a ceramic engineer- master, by Margaret and Fred
ing major from Clio were nom- Parrish; Bacchus, the Greek God Copeland; first prize in the sculpinated for president.
of Wine, portrayed by Bill van ture division was won by John
Tatum Gressette, an ME. ma- Hettinga.
Bryan.
jor from Columbia and Baynard
Ellis,' an I.M.' major from
Waynesboro, Ga. were nominated for vice-president.
Zip Grant, an arts and sciences
major from Cheraw, was the only
nominee for secretary and received the office by acclamation.
Nominations for the office of
treasurer were Terry Kinard, a
chemical engineering and applied
math major from Summerville,
Sonny Sykes, an industrial management major from Gainesville,
Ga. and Robert Ellis, a forestry
major from Huntersville, N. C.
The eleven nominations for
the senate were Buddy O'Kelley,
an arts and sciences major from
White Plains, N. Y., Larry Hightower, a ceremic engineering
major from Bamberg, Hal LitSeniors Must Have I. D.
tleton, a textile science major
from Columbia, Bob Hunt from
Cards For Senior Day
Camden and an IM major, EnAll students who completed a
och Hurst, a chemical engineerminimum of 100 credits at the
ing major from Greenville.
end of the past semester are eliAlso Tim Timmerman, an IE
gible to participate in Senior Day.
major from Hartsville, Gene Crocker, a TC major from Enoree,
Those who wish to do so must
Steve Stephenson from Rock Hill
have had their I.D. cards changed
and majoring in industrial manto senior classification.
agement, Bill Hendrix, an EE
A table will be set up on the
major from McBee, Richard
Matthews, a ChEn major from
Loggia for this purpose on MonDarlington, and Frank Leibrock,
day afternoon. Bring your old I.D.
a CE major from Newport,
card with you and it will be
Tenn.
changed free of charge. You will
Sophomore Nominations
Nominations for President of the
not be able to participate in Senrising Sophomore Class are Henry Miss Sandra Browning is shown here posing for Jerry Stafford as he gathers several shots
ior Day without a Senior I.D.
for
a
pictorial
feature
for
the
Calhoun
Literary
Society.
Be
sure
to
see
the
"Chronical"
Faris, pre-med major of Laurens,
card.
next month for this exclusive feature.
(Continued on Page 8)

Top Prize Won
By Chick Grant

Clemson Chronicle
Promises Varied
Scope In Reading
Plans for the newly reorganized
Clemson Chronicle were complet- I
ed last Tuesday night with a May
8th publicationdate set. The Calhoun Literary Society, publishers
of the magazine, announced that
the administration has given its
approval for a pilot issue this
spring. If all goes well with the
first issue, the students next year
may expect to see the magazine
published on a regular schedule, |
Included in the plansfor the
first magazine are stories, art
work and photographs by Clemson students. All of the work
except an occasional guest
item will be done by the students
themselves. In this manner, it
is hoped that Clemson students
interested in writing will try to
take an active part in both the
magazine and the Literary Society.
The original "Chronicle" ceased I
publication in 1931, after about 35
years on the campus. The new|
"Chronicle" will be somewhat cifferent from the old one in that it I
will include cartoons, jokesand
photographs. Many students will
find the feature "Gentleman's
Choice" just what they have been |
looking for.
Clemson Chronicle were completThe stories to be included inl
this issue run the gamut from
love to science fiction. Along with
the stories will be several poems
that should interest even the most |
calloused "poetry hater". Cartoons drawn by talented Clem-1
son students will be in abundance,
along with the usual crop of new |
jokes.
The Calhoun Literary Society
urges that all interested persons drop in at their meetings
and see what is taking place.
The meetings will be announced by posters placed on
the loggia, but are usually
held on Tuesday nights.
Office In A Section
At present the Chronicle staff I
is meeting in their office in the I
new A section lounge next to the!
Physics building. For those who I
may be to bashful to bring their I
works to the meetings or around]
to the office, they can mail them I
to The Chronicle, Box 3657 Clem-|
son College Station, Clemson, S.
C.
All persons interested in working on The Chronicle are re-.
quested to come to the meeting next Tuesday night. Persons
who have a knowledge of Magazine layout are needed, also
persons who will be willing to
work on the business side of
publishing.

Survey Reveals Information
On Clemson "Alumni Students" I

Miss South Carolina Poses

year.
"There are probably a few more I
alumni students than our figures!
show," stated alumni Director!
Joe Sherman. "Our information!
was taken from data submitted by I
the students and some left their!
parents' names off the question-1
aire."

Guthrie Advises
Plans Be Made
Now For Banquet]
Because of the limitations of|
seats available at this year's Junior-Senior Banquet, plans should I
be made early in order to be assured of tickets. This is because
of the cafeteria style arrangement
in the dining hall, according to
Norman Guthrie, Chairman of the
Junior-Senior Banquet Seating |
Committee.
Features of the Banquet, which I
will be held on Saturday afternoon, May 13, include an excellent
speaker, who will be announced,
later and favors which will be the
best ever, according to the favors
committee.
Forms will be left of hall counselor's doors for all Juniors and I
Seniors to fill out in order that J
an estimate of attendance can be
made. Tickets will be sold two
weeks in advance with the price
of admission to be announced later All present Seniors who attended last year's banquet as
Juniors will be admitted free of
charge and will receive free favors.
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ceived from the students for the organization limited by this Bill yet this is the
By HERBERT ROWLAND
basis! Why not protect the major porTiger Associate Editor
tions of money by regulating all organiRecently a class discussion on the grading system
zations that receive money from the
at Clemson turned into a general running down of alstudents. This has been stated as being
most every faculty member except the one who was
"too complicated." Simplicity is no exin charge of the class. During the
cuse for injustice!
course of cussing, rather than discussing,
many opinions that would never have
If the idea of a student cannot serve
been aired in any other situation came
two or more senior staff positions as
to light. Many persons who would
well as if he only served one, why limit
never
think of writing a letter or voicit only to those who have honorariums?
ing
their
opinions in an outspoken manWhy not include Fraternity officers,
ner
spoke
up in this class, and the reIFC officers, Student Body officers,
sults
were
not
only
interesting, but downright
Class officers, hall councilers, Club ofastounding.
ficers, athletes????
If the idea that honorariums are the
Naturally, seeing material for a column cropping
reason that members of the senior staffs
up in abundance, I ventured to take some rather
desired their positions, then the idea
sketchy notes on what was going on, and the end reis wrong. Honorariums are not that
sults now viewed some three weeks later and after
much of an incentive. No one works on
mellowing over a short holiday, does not seem quite
TIGER for the money. If he does, then
as wild and anti-everything as the first impression
he had best take a course in economics.
I obtained appeared. In order to avoid being possibly
There are easier ways of making money
libelous, I shall not print any portion of the notes
and more of it than working for an
that were taken, after all some of the persons who
honorarium. We feel that what can be
were mentioned have mighty tender toes, and are
stepped on quite regularly anyway.
said of TIGER can be said for the other
organizations that this Bill would inThe main purpose of this mention is just to let
clude.
certain people know that some in their number are
In summary these points stand out—
now being discussed in their own domain—the classif time is the basis, then limit all orroom. I think it might be beneficial if some of them
ganizations—if money is the basis, then
(no names need to be called) could hear the disprotect the principal amount, not the
cussions which go on. Only one problem, they would
crumbs by subjecting all organizations
have to listen to disguised voices speaking from the
that receive money from the students.
other side of a one-way window so that personal preSteal
Away,
Night
Prowler
If honorarium is the basis then say so.
judices would not cause them to bring undue presStudents—think! This Bill passed One Man's Opinion
sure to bear upon the students brave enough to speak
the Senate. What will be passed next?
out.
Already a proposal has been made to
regulate the dress of the Student Body
as to what can and what cannot be
And on the subject of speaking out, a recent
worn. Thank goodness this has not been
advertisement in Newsweek — an advertisement
passed.
By FRED BISHOP
which
did not advertise anything made by the comThe Senate has done a lot so far, a
Tiger Feature Editor
majority of it good. We sincerely hope
pany
sponsoring
it — spoke out on behalf of American
Recently the state legisla- to eliminate leftist thought, devote as much time and
that the Senate will reconsider this Bill ture saw fit to introduce a but their reeent action against furor, as they did on Frank industry. It seems that we are gradually slipping
resolution saying that Frank Prank Graham is most cer- Graham, toward the bettering
and not mar their record.
into a state of being "second best" as far as the proGraham should never again tainly not conducive in showbe invited to a state-support- ing that this is not their in- of the educational system of duction of consumer goods goes.

Resolution On Frank Graham By
Legislature Seems Inconsistent

Thief Strikes Poyd irt During Holidays;
Students Needed To Be Private Eyes
Lower forms of life exist, and some
of which we regret to admit may be
either students or employees of Clemson. Over the holidays two stereo sets,
several radios, and a large number of
records were stolen by some so-called
humans.
In one general area, C-7 and C-8, this
thief or thieves as the case may be,
looted several rooms. These thefts were
not spur of the moment acts. . . .They
were well planned "jobs". The thieves
were not opportunely tempted — they
coldly weighed the benefits of their
acts of evil.
Two of the rooms were locked, doors
and windows, and one room was still
locked tight when the occupants returned. This indicated either pass keys
to these rooms are out and in the possession of the thieves or a "lock picker"
of some repute conducted these corrupt
deeds.
Earlier this year some valuable
equipment and a lot of records were
stolen during a football game. The
thief was never caught. . . .Now, while
the dorms were relatively unoccupied
a similar incident occurs. Somewhat of
a pattern which point toward what?
Smart student? Employee? Outside
man?
Other evidence like the items taken,
knowledge of the dorms, timing, implies
that the thief has close connection with
our school. In one of the rooms records
were sorted into two areas of music
(popular and classical) but left possibly

i

Discussion Reveals
Student Discontent

Student Senate Passes Discriminatory Bill
Basis For Which Is Unsound and Vague
And a "Bill" was passed. . .and then
another. . .another. . .each dealing with
the private, personal rights of an individual. Such a Bill was passed Tuesday
night to represent the first such action.
Will there be more to come? Where
will this infringement on the freedom of
choice lead?
This Bill in question states, "No Student may be on the Senior Staff or receive Honorariums from more than one
organization that receives Honorariums.
This Bill should go into effect at the beginning of the 1962-63 school year of
Clemson College if passed."
TIGER is totally unaffected by such
a Bill. No member of TIGER senior
staff has served on two senior staffs in
this category in the last few years. This
has been stated to emphasize that TIGER
members have nothing to lose by the
passage of the Bill. We simply and
•mphatically do not agree with it!
We as students resent regulations that
restrict our freedom set down by the
ichool to facilitate the operation of the
college. This Bill that will become a
[REGULATION will limit a person's
right to belong to two or more organisations. The basis for this Bill is vague.
Sometimes the time element is stated
as its basis. But when the fact that a
person can be say President of the Student Body, Manager of the Radio Station, and still be a member of one of
these staffs, this argument looks rather
•illy.
Then the idea that these organizations are dependent to a large part on
the students for finances still doesn't
offer any sound reasoning for such a
Bill. Student Government, Radio Station, Slipstick, and others get money
from student activities fee. No stipulation on them. . .Then honorariums is
the old standby. Yet the originators
believe in honorariums. Honorariums
are only a small part of the money re-

Let's Talk It Over

because he was scared off by some student's approach.
Our police department cannot watch
the individual rooms of the Student
Body. Therefore, it becomes our job to
protect not only our own property but
also that our neighbors. Playing the
part of Elliott Ness may be childish and
immature to some, but if results are to
be attained, we must be ready to question the activities of any suspicious nature. To those who may have pass keys
to any section of the dorms here is a
word of advice. Do away with them —
and fast. Anyone caught with a pass
key of any description or any kind
without proper authorization will be in
trouble. To the student body, a simple
request. Report the names of any individuals who possess such a key.
Our responsibility does not end here.
We must be alert and watchful. If we
work together we can catch this thief,
if he strikes again. If, by our action he
considers the dorms too risky to attempt
another raid, then we will have accomplished a lot.
To the thief we say this—you are
not a Clemson Man even if you are enrolled—you are the mose despicable person imaginable—you we hold in our
utmost contempt. We hope you are not
reading this for your eyes degrade any
attempt at honesty or truth.
Of the student body we ask this—
cooperate with the police—be watchful
and alert—be truthful, no Clemson Man
steals from a fellow student.
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ed college. We do not question
the opinion of
the state legislature of Frank
Graham,
but
we do question
the necessity of
the legislature
telling the stuj dents of the
state schools of
South Carolina to whom they
may listen.
This measure can be of very
little effectiveness if the state
legislature wishes to protect
students
from hearing the
ideas of those persons who
lean toward the leftist political philosophy. To be really
effective, one would almost
have to adopt the methods of
the communists, because they
certainly try to eliminate all
opposing thought. Of course,
we do not approve of the communist philosophy or their
tactics, nor do we believe the
state legislature has any intentions of using these tactics

tention.
Before we are called integrationists,
do-gooders,
or
persons leaning toward the
communist philosophy by one
of the state legislators, let us
say that we most definitely
are none of these, and, if anything, we lean very strongly
toward the right in political
philosophy. Also, let us ask
those state legislators who are
in such a furor over Frank
Graham, if they would deny
President Kennedy the privilege of speaking at a statesupported school because he is
an integrationist and tends
to be a liberal.
Of course, since the state
legislature is composed of only
Democrats and many of them
supported President Kennedy
in the recent election, it is
doubtful that they would deny
him the privilege of speaking
to South Carolina students. Of
course, one thing the state
legislature needs is consistenIf the state legislature would
cy in thought and principles.

South Carolina, then the need
might not arise for students to
be "protected" from the communist philosophy or from
those supposedly leaning toward this philosophy. About
all the state of South Carolina
can say now about its educational system is "Thank God
for Mississippi."
Let this writer assume the
state legislature that he is not
afraid to listen to anyone
whether he be liberal, socialist, or integrationist. We are
most certainly sure that the
adherence to the powers delegated by the United States
Constitution and cognizance
of the principles upon which
this government was founded
will always provide the best
government (of, by and for
the people) known to mankind. Most certainly if Clemson College saw fit to suppress
all liberal or leftist thought on
campus, then all of us conservatives wouldn't have anybody
left with whom we could
argue.

Talk Of The Town

School Remains In Dire Need Of
Good, Workable Telephone System
Someone once said, "What
this country needs is a good
five cent cigar", but I say
what this school needs is a
good workable phone system.
Have you ever tried to reach
this school after 5 P. M., or
on the weekend? I have, just
last week.
It seems that this writer had
a meeting at the college at
8:00 and was without transportation. My first reaction
was to attempt to get a ride
with one of the neighbors, but
this proved to be Impossible as
they were all gone. My next
reaction was to try and call
the school to get ahold of
someone who could come and
get me. Ha!
The first two numbers I
dialed brought
a friendly
young woman's voice telling
me that that number was out
of order and that I should call
the operator for assistance.
Well, I did. The operator didn't know any more about it
than I did. The next number I
tried was the one listed for
after 5 o'clock calls. No answer.
Called the operator
again. She tries the same after
5 number. Again, no soap. By
this time I was getting desperate as it was after 8. I decided to call the dorm office
to see if they could help. The
only reply I could get from
them was that there was no
one else in the office and he
could not deliver the message
until someone came along.
Finally on the third try I
managed to raise someone at
the after 5 number. By the
time I got my call through, I

By T. C. WHEELER
was unable to locate anyone at
that number as they had all
gone to the meeting.
All of this may sound a little
silly to you, but just stop and
think for a minute if someone
with a real emergency had
been trying to reach the college or someone in it. It is
next to impossible. This is not
the first time this has happened to me or to other persons I
have talked to. It seems as if
it is about time that the phone
service got unwound around
here.
I don't recall that the college switchboard was burned
last fall so it should not be in
the mess it is in whenever 5
o'clock rolls around. It seems
that there should be someone
on duty down there that can
handle calls coming in without
going to sleep on the job.
Next, why can't we have a list
of the phone numbers presently being used on the campus posted, printed or handed
out in some manner so as to
be able to locate people in an
emergency?
These lists could be sent to
the parents also so if little
Johnny's pet frog wins the
Kentucky Derby, he can be
located. The folks back home
would like to be able, I am
sure, to get ahold of their offspring without going through
a State Senate investigation
to find him and get him on a
telephone.
Another little thing could be
included would be the address
of all persons living off campus. It seems a little ridicu-

lous to send out half of the
Clemson police force to track
down some student who hasn't
got an address listed just to
give him a singing telegram
from his Aunt Tess on The
Sinking of the Titanic Day.
While we are at it, there
could also be a definition of
the limits of police protection
here in Clemson. On Campus,
to the gates or as far as five
miles from Tillman Tower are
three definitions I have been
given.
I had the occasion to have a
visit from a rabid dog last
summer and called several
places to try and get some one
to come out and take care of
it. The campus police would
not do it, the town police
would not come past the gates,
and the Sheriffs Dept. would
not do anything. I finally
managed to get hold of the
county dog catcher at the cost
of 70 cents. Why should this
be if Freshmen are not allowed to park within 5 miles of
the campus with a car.
If these limits are so, any
Freshman can bring his car to
Clemson and park it just off
the campus grounds and beat
any action that the administration wishes to bring against
him. If the campus police
cannot operate outside the
campus, then the administration has no authority there
either.
I am not saying here that
any of you Freshmen had better try it, but that the limits
of administrative and police
authority should be more
clearly defined. A simple announcement would do it.

Economic Stagnation

We hear a lot about "gold drain," "deficit," and
"balance of payments," but what we do not hear so
very often is the plain truth that we are buying more
and more from abroad and less and less at home.
Why? The big reason is quite obvious, prices of many
foreign made good of comparable quality are much
lower than their American made counterparts.
High-sounding economic terms like those cited in
the first part of the preceding paragraph are just fine
in a textbook, but when presented to Mr. and Mrs.
America they may very well mean little or nothing.
The hard facts are that shorter working hours for
more pay combined to push costs up on domestic
goods while low-cost foreign goods soak up this "new
wealth."
Is leisure killing our economy? We hear a lot
about the need for physical fitness; that we are degenerating because of too much leisure and not enough
exercise. Let the same axiom apply to economic
health. What worth-while use can be found for
leisure in a depressed nation? Do we want to end
results that will be forthcoming unless we are willing
to trade leisure for self-respect? No true American
wants to see wholesale relief payments for a jobless
population, more debt and higher taxes, but without
a healthy and prosperous economy employing our
work force such earmarks of depression are sure to
result.
Have we lost so many jobs that it will be impossible to get them back? We feel that this answer
is no. There is only one major requisite for keeping
this answer no, emphasis must change from leisure
to value—the principle that built America in the
first place. Only if people earn their higher pay by
producing more for it and then using their earnings
to buy at home—"Buy American" as the old slogan
states—can we keep this nation free from dependence
and the threat of depression.
Then let us come back to our basic question, is
leisure so important that we must surrender our
nation to get it? Never, but the day that Americans
forget that jobs and dollars must leave our nation
to pay for goods they have not made because some
union or rabble rouser says they ought to have more
time off and higher pay for the hours they do find it
necessary to work, then that fateful day will America
begin to slip down the road to economic and political
ruin. Let us pray that such a thing will never happen.

Shall We Dance?
Speaking of spending at home, we are sure that
all able-bodied men have bought dance tickets and
are attending the festivities of this weekend. In light
of this, the usual plea must be issued to those who
won't be dancing, but will be ogling everyone else's
dates. We know this will happen, so there is no need
to plead with those who insist on being loggia loungers
and window waltzers. Undesirable will be undesirables and there is nothing any of us can do about it.
Maybe a "clean up the loggia'' campaign would be
in order, but since such a possibility is not even remote, let's just hope that the scodes are less scodier
than usual. If it doesn't rain and the date isn't
changed again before things get underway tonight,
everyone should have a nice dance weekend. Let
us all unite and kick it out!

*
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Would You Like To Dale A Hollywood Star?
Paramount Offers A Chance To Clemson Men

Bv Warnie

PROFESSOR NUMBSKULL

By ZIP GRANT
Tiger Feature Writer
Rally 'round the flag, troops, and all you snow-men and mirror watchers take
heed. Paramount Pictures, in the true Hollywood style, has come up with the most
sensational publicity campaigns ever to hit the college campus.
**** + ****** + ***! The contest promoted by Parav/TL
MS

I ^JIQ-.'
LuQIGS

AAan"
/V\dll

mount does not offer the usual
prizes of money, scholarships,

clothes or anything standard; instead, it simply offers an all-ex■ pense-paid holiday in Hollywood
and a date with a Hollywood
beauty to the winner of toeir
"Ladies Man" contest.
The purpose of the contest is
to build up publicity for Jerry
i Lewis' latest movie—"The Ladies' Man." The contest is open
Students Speak
to all college students in the
United States, male students
that is. and Clemson with its
4.000 males seems like a good
spot for a winner. A "Ladies
Man" winner will be selected
By BOBBT FERRELL
I winks team. Our new auditorium Uons here are much too clean. (way, I am a radical and think day student's expense because wt
from Clemson in April, and he
Tiger Feature Writer
Maybe I'll transfer to Harvard, that we don't need Student can't see or find out where our
[ would be an excellent site for such
will be then judged on the naQuestion of the week: In your | athletic events.
I understand it is training men Government under my proposed! fines are going. We drink to the
tional level along with the winopinion, what are some of the
to take office up through the year system.
abolishment of parking fines.
Bob Yates '62
ners from the other colleges and
improvements needed at Clem- I 1 think the new officers should 1984, and I ought to graduate byi
l C. STARRS?
Freddy Sutherland '54
universities by a panel of judges
son. What goals do you think iwork towards enforcing quiet then. Besides all of this, I'm a I think that toe books in the j The newly elected student govheaded by Jerry Lewis
our newlv elected student office ) hours and other rules of the dor- Democrat.
j library that could be used for .eminent should work toward
; Organizations should immediate- holders shou,d work towards?
jmitories. The room is a place to
Rita Roundabout '69 J English parallel should be made! easing the restrictions placed on
ly begin to select their nominees,
I think that one of the major, study, so why not let students do
In my opinion the student gov- j available to the students instead the personal life of the students.
for the contest so that they will needs at
have sufficient time to campaign i
Clemson is to have the j their hell-raising in places other: eminent should start with the stu- j of each individual student to buy! it seems that Clemson is revertThe local campaign will be con- semester system changed to thej01811 ^e dormitories.
jing to toe military, complete with
ierX fcjmsetf Dy making him a them in the Book Store.
ducted in the usual fashion withj('uarter system. This would be an;
Tom Beale '64 better informed person. They
Charles Grant '64 inspections,
the posters, banners, bought-votes, j advantage to students and profes-] I think from the way things are should let the student know just! ^ ms opmlon t^ student Traf-j
Armond Edge '61
sors ahke
etc.
- The Quarter system j starting out. that I shall double what is going on behind his backjfic Regulation should either be'' I don't like anything! Clemson"*
Hamilton Popular
j seems to have proven its worth my efforts to be elected next year, in these closed meetings and how JCU^ or ^ more flexible. The student government has done noLast year the dining hall was to other schools, why shouldn't it. Of course, since I am not going, they work for his benefit. Most; parang situation is becoming verv i thing in the past, so they hav«
tightly jammed with students for work here? Needless to say, Clem- i to be here next year tl hope> I of all they should try to get toe,^^ u day students don't get everything to do in the future,
the Spring Hop which featured the ison has need of a new audito- i don't guess that will do much overall student body to take an here by 7:30 AM. they have to Frankly, I'm not in favor of StuFv.e Royales;" this year, with'rium. Perhaps some of toe atole-igood. On second thought, I don't active and more interested part p^ j^_a.jjjjie from the campus.dent Government at all; I think
the limited space for dancing.jtic department's seemingly un- know what to do; I might just quit ;in our government here at Clem- l-j^ throws us, toe day students,;we should have a dictatorship,
Jerry Lewis is surrounded by 8 lovelies who appear with there is no doubt that the Roy jlimited funds could be put to this school and forget the whole damn I son. A good example of how un- Ij^ for dasses'and the "good pro- -Democracy causes too much conhim In 'The Ladies' Man', a Paramount Comedy which he Hamilton dance will pack the stu-juse, especially if toe students, thing. Politics are much more fun j interested toe students are is toe'fgg^j^.. (jon>t appreciate our be--fusion.
wrote, produced and directed.
Top Row from left; dents in even more tightly than would rally and form a tiddly-i when they are dirty, and the elec past student body election. Not^ ^te. If we park our cars inl My father gives green stamps
quite one-third of toe whole stu-j^ unauthorized place it costs 'when he buys a new country. I
Marianne Galla. Dolores Eickson. Larue Farlow, Pat Olson. last year.
dent body turned out at toe polls, i ^ from ^m to $5M j^ QOesn-t: give green stamps when I buy
This annual dance has always
Center from left: Gretchen Hauser. Lynn Ross. Bottom from
left; Mary La Roche, Lilliam Briggs. ( Photo by York Pic- been successful in past years beAnother problem, which is al- \ help our financial status. There- \ off corrupt Student Government
cause it comes at a very good
ways present, is our traffic sit-]fore, it is my opinion that some officials. Several people have asktures Corporation)
time of toe year—a time when toe
uation. We so greatly need parking j of the "silly fines" we get for ed me how I campaign and win
weather combined with a lot of
space and of all toe land Clemson parking should be abolished. The every time. My one word formuLauderdale
other factors such as boring school
owns, it does seem that they could ! fines are only making somebody la for success is 'Liquidation."
work and like social activity have
spare a few acres for a new park- !or something awfully rich at the!
N. Khrushchev, Jr. '84
reached a point that they demand
ing lot. If they don't do something
. relief. And it looks like, to say j
quick
toe new dormitories will
| toe very least, that this dance i
take over all toe available space
By GRAY GARWOOD
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
week-end will provide all toe re- j
and we'll be stacking cars down
Varied opinions on my last few articles have re- .jte^^bjy
by toe river. I only hope the new
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
suited in a change of plans on my part for this week's
An interesting side-light to the
government will get on toe ball
contribution. I had originally planned to do another week-end is the fantastic numand clean up our mess as it
ber of parties and drop-ins that
stands to date.
of my special book reviews, but in the light of recent
have been scheduled. The fraColvin Laney '64
campus developments (i.e. Easter Holidays, recent ternities and other organizations
My suggestions for improveelections, forthcoming elections, etc.) I feel that more have, as usual, made elaborate
ments are many. First of all, we
Located In Lower Lobby Of Clemson House
important issues are at hand, on which I should offer plans, but the individual stushould get free food, rooms and
dents, too, are taking advantage
tuition. Then we should be paid
a few sage words.
of the warm weather by planto go to school. Professors should
Easter holidays were celebrated in the usual quiet mng all day trips to the moun
be done away wito; let us teach
way. This sedateness was observed in most parts of tains.
ourselves whenever we take time i
Tiie
the country. However, a few exceptions should be
. "Hilary Ban
tonight j
out from drinking and carousing !
"
\
; promises to be an outstanding ocand go to class.
noted. All of you will remember that during the past casi0I1
especially to toe ones
We need uncensored movies,
few years it has become great sport to see how many j with stripes and brass! it will be
SEX APPEAL, NUTS'. HE PROMISED A HOLLYWOOD
girls in the dormitories, no re: m(ire of a
people one could pack in a verv small place. There
dignified show than a
SCREEN TEST TO EVERYBODY WHO HELPS GET
strictions on anything or anybody and beer served at every
were, to mention a few, the telephone booth contests,! ^^^f^^ ™
HIM ELECTED 'LADIES'MAN!'
utive Sergeants, Freshman Drill
meal and in the canteen. By the
shower packing contests, and more recently, a contest | platoons, have toe opportunity to

Question Of Week Prompts Many Comments

Nonsense

TIGER TAVERN

OPEN 9:30 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M.
* Fountain Service
* Sandwiches
* Newsstand

to see how many people could be crammed into a demonstrate how sharp they are _
_
bunk bed of the tvpe used here at Clemson. It is part at «>» fMmal dance- « MR?' Computing System
.■
.
.
..
.
...
, .
wito toe Jungaleers, toe dance will C_f ||_ r\— f/irwoiie
of the American heritage to do things m a big way,!be kept on ^ even ^^^ Set Up Un Campus

LUCKY

PRESENTS:

TJeHLDRiFROOD:

and I suppose this could be used as a reason for this j keel wito varied popular music.
Clemson College President, Robmania. At any rate, the youth of this land outdid
Spring is sprung, fall has fell, i ert C. Edwards, recently announcthemselves this vear. Not to be outdone bv sixty peo- ^ be" come* summer b°! as * ** esteUfatanent * * **"
i •
u
i UJ *u- +„
i •
+ i„ v,
i, «;. ••• necessary to get a good tan, computer center wito toe addition
pie m a bunk bed; thirty people in a telephone booth;; aDd the students have begun ;of a^j^ electronic com ting
and similar stunts, these lads and lasses decided to their daily mecca to the greens
combine business with pleasure. Therefore they de- outside the dormitories to soak system. The machine which is no
up the warm sunshine. Getting 'larger than two ordinary desks is
cided to cram 300,000 people in this small Florida townj
available for use by industry as
with a police force (emergency unit) of approximately - of a competitive thing at Clem- well as by toe college.
son, and the students try to
one hundred brave souls.
This was not only upsetting to the quiet residents; speed up the process with ManTan, sun-lamps, or whatever
BOB SAYS:
of this lovely southern city, but it also made the In- available that has even a
We have
ternational Geodetic Survey people most unhappy. vague reputation for doing the
the new
For months and months they have been at work along job.
natural color
Of these methods, some are
the coastlines surveying the existing terrain and now very dangerous, especially toe
college style

they will have to begin all over again for the state of sun-lampsT This year,'as~in" past
Florida has reportedly sunk several inches below that years, students wito little knowlof the last survey. Another unhappy group of tech- '«fce °f tbe gangers of sun-lamps
,
_
_
,
_
., have been burned severely. A
nicians are those at Cape Canaveral. Due to the,^^ m just a {ew m^tes
lowering of the coastline several of their planned pro- can impair vision and bum toe
jects for launching were ruined when sea water seeped skin to a vet7 harmful extent if

STRIKE

DR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: A penny saved is a penny earned. And ij you could
put away a penny a week for one year ... why, you will have fifty-two cents!

..mm®

lightweight

.. . - .
into their fuel areas.

-.
..,
, ...
.,
., .precautions are not used, and
Or at least this is the excuse that *
,
_„ .
some students do not seem to
they have given this time! Needless to say, all the know this or through carelessness;
rest had a fine time as shown by the multitude of toey forget,
brown faces and arms seen around.
; Ttie Communications Day party;
,.
,
■ .
.
which was held last Saturday at
Next, accordmg to my agenda, are the recent elecVLake ^^^^ was a bust-ing;
tions and the ones coming up. You readers will forgive success. The combined staffs of
(Continued on Page 7;
me if I renege on discussing these. My wounds have
just begun to heal. There are much more interesting'
subjects to talk over. For instance, there are the many
trips made over the weekend by pledges of our local
fraternities. These trips were made, in the name of
the fraternity involved, to help promote the good relationships between Clemson and other colleges in
this state and adjacent ones.
KDX was especially

JACKETS

$10.98
Wash & Wear

Dear Dr. Frood: Our college mascot
is a great big lovable Saint Bernard.
He loves everyone—except me. In
fact, he has bitten me viciously
eight times. What can I do to get
him to like me?
Frustrated Dog Lover

GREENVILLE, S

DEAR FRUSTRATED: Mother him. To
carry this off, I suggest you wear a
raccoon coat, let your hair and eyebrows grow shaggy and learn to
whimper affectionately.

Dear Dr. Frood: Most of my life here
is extracurricular. I carry the drum
for the band, pull the curtain for the
drama society, wax the court for the
basketball team, scrape the ice for
the hockey team, clap erasers for
the faculty club and shovel snow
for the fraternity houses. Do you
think these activities will really help
me when I get out of college?

m
I

Dear Dr. Frood: On New Year's
Eve I foolishly resolved to be
more generous with my Luckies.
My friends have held me to this,
and I've been forced to give
away several packs a day. What
do you think would happen if I
broke this resolution?
Resolute

Eager
DEAR EAGER: I don't think the college will let you out

SAMMETH DRUG

DEAR RESOLUTE: It's hard to
tell, really. Lightning, a runaway
horse, a tornado—who knows?
•

WALGREEN AGENCY

prolific in these endeavors.
It seems that a certain rock at Ga. Tech was in
dire need of paint. In response to a call for aid several
pledges from this group careened down the hi-way
toward the Georgia line.
In another case, fourteen
pledges were sent to Charleston on a double mission of
mercy.
They were asked to give a pre-Centennial
kickoff parade down King Street.
Then, following the parade, they journeyed to the
Citadel to see how the boys were getting along. This
(Continued on Page 7)

I CENT
SALE

Dear Dr. Frood: Before vacation, my girl and I
agreed to exchange Christmas presents. I sent her
a nice hanky. You can imagine how I felt when I
awoke Christmas morning to find a sports car
from her. What can I do now?
Distraught

Anxious

DEAR DISTRAUGHT: Remind
her that Easter giving time is
just around the corner.

Monday, April 17
Pete's Drive-In

Thru

No. 5

Saturday, April 22

Anderson, South Carolina

SENECA, S. C.

Dear Dr. Frood: Can you help me convince my girl that
I'm not as stupid as she thinks I am?
DEAR ANXIOUS: Perhaps, but you'll have to convince me
first.

TO GET A QUICK LIFT, suggests Frood, step into an elevator and light up a Lucky. Instantly, your spirits will rise. When you savor your Lucky, you're IN—for college students
smoke more Luckies than any other regular. They're a wised-up bunch who've known
all along that Luckies taste great. Get the cigarettes with the toasted taste—get Luckies.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
^ © A. T. cm.

Product ef (Sfie, Jrmvuean. Jt&ueeo-KjmjJiavW- — Juvaea? is our middle name
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Tarheel-Tiger Clash Here Today
Tigs Top Rival
Furman, 14-9,
With 18 Hits

Clemson's baseball team will at- j which Tiger errors paved the way
tempt to gain ground in toe ACC j for 4. unearned runs. The infield
race as they take on North Caro-jhas been anchored by Lam and
Una this afternoon at the Clem-iAyoub, while Jones and Lanny
son field. Tomorrow they play the; Ryan have been fielding well in
N. C. State Wolfpack. This game the outfield,
will also be at Clemson.
Clemson has been starting as
Clemson is presently third in i many as seven sophomores and
the ACC behind Duke and North
could be a real threat if these
Carolina. A win of the
two sophs come through. However,
the pitching will have to imgames would probably put the
Tigers in second place. Howprove if the Tigers are going to
be real title contenders.
ever, a number of teams also
have the possibility of moving
It should be an interesting seaup as they have not lost but son as the sophs develop and the
one or two conference games.
pitching improves. The Tigers will
Clemson's ACC record is 2-2. then be ready for any foe in the
while their overall record stands conference.
at 5-3. The Tigers won their first
two conference games; 9-8 over
Maryland, and 23-9 over Virginia.

Welcome Home, Damon!

Jack Veronee. playing in place
of Dave Lynn, hit safely three
times at the plate Tuesday, knocked in four runs, and led the Bengals to their fifth win of toe season, a 14-9 decision over rival
Furman. Veronee, in playing his
first full game of toe young season, was only one of the stars that
helped toe Tigers of Coach Bill
Wilhelm get back into the winDuke M
ning column after two straight
ACC defeats.
North Carolina's record is 5-2, C<) 1*011* 110,0* fade I
Wilhelm, seemingly disgusted
and they own a 1-0 slate inside
On April 10, the Tiger linksmen
the conference. N. C. State
is
with his team's showing last weekfourth behind Clemson with a 5-1 suffered their first defeat of toe
end, rejuvenated his lineup a bit,
record and a 1-1 record in the con- season at the hands of Wake Forand it seemed to be just what
ference. Wake Forest is the win- est. The final score rounded out
Clemson needed as they collected
ning team as the Deacs boast aja' 17%- 9li in favor of the Deaeighteen hits off three Furman
12-2 mark.
icons. In their first four outings
pitchers.
nas
Clemson
has
thus
far
been
^ Jear' ^ B°U team
It took the Tigers only one
plagued by the lack of starting i1**1"1 a 2"1"1 ***>**■ Besides
inning to get the runs that they
pitchers who can go aU the !thelr siliS[e loss to Wake Forest.
had to have in order to go
the
way. In 3 of the 7 games the I they hold victories over
ahead and cop their third outpitching staff has allowed as Citadel and South Carolina.
side-the-conference victory. AfBuds Strickland shows his form as he prepares himself for
many as eight runs. Sophomores
The first match of the season
Pitcher Damon Vincent crosses home plate after adding his own cause by slugging a 315
ter Furman had gone in front
the upcoming matches against Duke and X. C. State. "Buds"
Damon Vincent and Gene have
against
Furman ended in a 13Hfoot
home
run.
This
was
Vincent's
second
homer
of
the
season,
and
he
now
leads
in
that
in their half of the first, Clemhas been one of the outstanding workhorses for the netmen
been starting most of the games
13% dead lock. Captain Bob
department (Tiger Sports Photo by Jerry Stafford)
son came back to overcome the
this year and is expected to be greatly improved by next
and are both capable of developMoser holds medalist
honors
one run deficit and scored five
season. (Tiger Sports Photo by Jerry Stafford)
ing into real fine pitchers.
in two matches with a
75
runs. Mike Bohanak. Hibbie
Frosh Also Win
Jimmy Roller, one of toe bet- against Furman and 73 against
Ayoob, and Jaek Veronee acter pitchers in the league, has the Citadel. Bill
Townsend,
counted for the tallies, with
been used in relief roles so far number two man on the squad.
Veronee getting two KBI's in
this year. David Sprouse has been
(Continued on Page 5)
that inning.
used as a starting pitcher, and
Damon Vincent, the Tigers' winDave Olson and Charlie Pasqualini have made up the bull- • JANTZEN
ning pitcher, led off the home secpen staff.
ond with his sole hit of toe day,
SWIM SUITS
Clemson frosh tennis team suffered a disappoint- a home run which cleared toe left
The hitting has been credita•
JANTZEN
ing loss to the University of North Carolina last week- field fence at the 315 feet mark.
ble, with Elmo Lam leading the
BEACH JACKETS
way. Elmo, a sophomore snortend and had to rely on the final doubles match to down This was Vincent's second homBy DAVE GUMULA
relay team, placed second in the and, although having sustain- stop, has been hitting over .400,
er of the season, and he now
a tough, stubborn arch rival Furman squad 5-4 on
• WALKING SHORTS
Tiger Sports Writer
440-yard run.
ed a foot injury, won the dis- and playing good ball in the
leads the team in that departLast Friday in Raleigh, N. C,
Tuesday. Although possessing the highest potential ment.
Clemson's freshmen triumphed cus handily with a throw of field. Mike Bohonak and Pete
• TENNIS RACKETS
Ayoub are next in line, with
Tig netters have had in many a season, the squad still
The Hornets from Greenville Jim Moorhead sparked the Tiger ^ the mile relay to gain a 6SVi 119'. William Martin and Doug
AND EQUIPMENT
track team to a 87 2-3 to 43 1-3^
% ^
ma ^
state
batting
averages
around
.550.
pushed across another run in
Adams battled to the wire in
lacks the vital ability down the line.
victory over N. C. State. In tins Frosh. Gary Zetterower
Johnny Jones is the only other
was a
the third, only to have Clem_—
the 440 dash, Martin winning
MaHoy Evans, the states top
'
batter over .300.
Atlantic Coast Conference
duel triple freshman winner
with
son come back in its half to
junior last year, tallied the only strong frosh unit, could very easmeet Jim won the 880, the mile first places in the broad jump, in 50.3. Adams won the 880
The fielding had been steady
knock across four more markuntil the Wake Forest game in
Gemson singles victory Saturday ily be one of the top tennis schools j ers. It looked as if the Tigers run, and the two-mile run for 21 '2 3"; high hurdles 16.6; and yard run in 2:03.2.
triple honors.
low hurdles, 26.2. Jim Wynn
with a 3-7, 64 match over UNC's in the state in future years. The : were going to make a slaughter
David Moorhead won the twoDon Gilbert won the 100 and was close behind him with two
Ted Holmes, the nations 32nd Cubs, spiriting a 4-2 lead in sin- out of the game at the end of
mile
run in 10:37.4 while Bill
220-yard dashes in 10.0 and winning efforts in the 100-yard
Jackson tied for first in the pole
ranked junior. The Cubs top star, gles, with Steward and Evans the third inning, as the score
dash,
9.9
(better
than
the
win21.8 sec. respectively, and alDoug Steward, put up a valiant leading the way needed only one stood at 10-2.
ning varsity time) and the 220. vault at 11' 6". The Frosh relay
Clemson got three more runs in so put forth a winning effort in 21.9.
team then copped the mile relay
fight before losing to tie Tarheel doubles match to clinch the meet,
event in 3:32.1. Running
were
ace, George Sokol 9-7, 4-6, 6-3.
However, Purman's Steve Wat- toe fifth frame when Johnny Jones the mile relay event. Wesley
(.Author of "I Wat a Teen-age Dwarf, Tte Man?
Dick Dobbs won the shot put, Doug Adams, John Steed, Jim
Loses of Dobie GiUis", ete.)
Sokol, possibly as good as any- j son and Jim Boykin pulled
a singled in two runs and Bobanak King won both the high and low
(Continued on Page 5)
47' 2" (better than the varsity) Wynn, and William Hartin.
one on the UNC varsity rated 23 shocking upset in the number one
hurdles in 16.0 and 24.6. He j
in the nation last season.
I position over Evans and Steward
placed second in the 100-yard :
Evans and Steward took
the and collected another win in the
dash behind Gilbert and ran
number one doubles match while third position to tie the match 4HAPPINESS CANT BUY MONEY
with
the winning mile relay
Dick Preenall and Fred Craft 4. But a great rally by Craft and
team.
Hunting
were able" to win at the 2nd po- Pregnall overcame four set points
With tuition costs spiralling ever upward, more and more underclaimed In the 880-yard run Ray Dunksition. The final score TXNC 6-! to edge a first set 11-9 and then Has someone ever
graduates are investigating the student loan plan. If you are
leburg
gave
Clemson
a
strongyour
buck
after
he's
been
bagged
Clemson 3.
; to win the match with a 6-3 secone who is considering the "Learn Now, Pay Later" system, you
and tagged by you? It may be second and in the earlier 440Furman, with a surprisingly ond set.
would do well first to study the case of Leonid Sigaf oos.
easy to switch tags, but if you yard run Ray placed third. Ray
Leonid, the son of an upholsterer in Straitened Circumwrite your name on a small slip also contributed to the winning
stances, Idaho, had his heart set on going to college, but his
of paper, slit the hide of the ani- effort of the mile relay team.
father, alas, could not afford to send him. Leonid applied for
mal in an inconspicuous spot and Running hard behind Moorehead
a Regents Scholarship, but his reading speed, alas, was not
slip in the proof, your troubles in the mile and two-mile runs
very rapid—two words an hour—and before he could finish the
will be over on that score. If lost was Don Jackson, who placed
first page of his test the Regents had closed their brief cases
duck-decoy anchors has been one second in both events.
of your problems, read on. This
crossly and gone home. Leonid then applied for an athletic
Rodney
James
won
the
pole
be
settled.
All
interested
in
play,
Next Monday, April 17, at 6:30 i
sportsman uses wheel balancing vault with a hoist of 12 *>et
scholarship, but he had, alas, only a single athletic skill—
p.m. Coach Wilhelm will meetj ing golf must be present.
balancing a stick on his chin—and this, alas, aroused only
Softball began last week and ! weights. Your neighborhood gar- and then placed third in both
with all students, graduate stubage is an ideal source. The "U" the shot put, the discus, and
passing enthusiasm among the coaches.
dents, faculty, and staff interest-1 again opening play was marjform sinks into the bottom and
ed in participating in intramural) red by forfeits. Numeral So- holds—but good. A handful of j second in the javelin throw. He
golf. The meeting will be in the: ciety and E5 Purples were the j metal-case shells rattling about! tied for second in the high
film room on the second floor of; offending teams. Phi Kappa j loose in your pocket may spook jump, along with Jerry Linton.
the field house and such matters Delta and F-3 claimed wins | game just when you're trying to Bob Norman copped honors in
of type of play and schedules will by merely showing up. Other 'make like Daniel Boone. Put a the javelin with a throw of 162
ft.- 1 inch.
Wednesday results were: A9
10. Married Students 9; Low rubber band around them to keep
Neal Kighttinger took first hon'em quiet.
125 NORTH MAIN
Slaters 1,
PSA 0;
ED5
ors in the Broad jump with 21'
Camping
14, Numeral Society Pledges 8;
5"
while
Fred
Whitmore
placTo keep toilet tissue dry in a
New A» 2, C6 0; Union County damp camp put it in a discarded. ^ second m the shot put. CharANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
who
4, Littlejohn Apts 2; and Nu two-pound coffee can. It fits the|les ™iino
_ contributed
:
Epsilon 3, Alpha Phi Omega 2.
roll and solves toe problem. And strongly to toe effort of the mile
Monday all eight scheduled
Tennis season is a week or so
j here's another wet-weather tip: a
old and the Tigers of Clemson games were played. Results were: 'sure-fire fire starter is saw dust
have yet to taste victory, dem- Kappa Sigma Nu 21, Phi Kappa (mixed with a small amount of
son has lost six matches in a row Delta No. 2 12; A6 11, ED4 9; 1 kerosene. Pack the mixture up in
and have had one match called Barnwell County 16, 7th Bks West screwtop cans or jars and remem8, 8th Bks 12, Forestry Club 11; I ber to take it along on your next
because of windy weather. The
(Continued on Page 5)
venture afield. It doesn't work if
Tigers have come close twice but
And then, htrszah, Leonid learned of the rtodent loan plan:
you leave it behind.
have fallen short at the end.
he could borrow money for his tuition and repay it in easy
(Try for a $50 prize. Send your
Clemson opened the season
monthly installments after he left school!
;
tip to A. A. Contest, Sports Afield,
against Minnesota at Clemson
Happily Leonid enrolled in the Southeastern Idaho College
959 8th Ave., New York 19,
and lost 9-0 to the strong Midof Woodpulp and Restoration Drama and happih- began a
IN. Y.)
Western team. The Tigers next
college career that grew more happy year by year. Indeed, it
traveled to Charleston to take
became altogether ecstatic in his senior year because Leonid met
on the Citadel Bulldogs and
a coed named Salina T. Nem with hair like beaten gold and
again the Bengals lost 9-0. P. C.
eyes like two squirts of Lake Louise. Love gripped them in its
Boscobel
Country
dub
manager
was the Tigers next foe and the
big moist palm and they were betrothed on the Eve of St. Agnes.
perennial state champs beat Harvey Brock has announced that
"A
Happily they made plans to be married the day after comdemson students will be permitClemson 6-3.
Man's
mencement—plans,
alas, that never were to come to fruition
ted
to
use
the
golf
course
while
The Tigers almost tasted victory
because Leonid, alas, learned that Salina, like himself, was in
when the University of The South, the club is converting to a private
college on a student loan, which meant that he had not only
Sewanee, came to Tigertown. country club. Green fees will be
to repay his own loan when he left school but also Salina s, and
SI.65
daily
and
$2.20
week
ends,
Clemson had a 4-2 lead at the
the job, alas, that was waiting for Leonid after graduation at
end of the singles but lost all 3 even though toe green fees are
SENECA, S. C.
the Boise Raccoon Works simply did not pay enough, alas, to
doubles to lose 5-4. Kalamazoo going up to S3.30 when the club
becomes strictly private April 15.
cover both their loans, plus rent and food and clothing.
next bounced the Tigers 6-3.
Students will also be permitted to
Sick at heart, Leonid and Salina sat down and lit Marlboro
Clemson managed to tie the
pay toe old guest fees of 75 cents
Cigarettes and tried to find an answer to their problem—and,
University of Toledo 3-3 in a for the swimming area.
practice match which was
sure enough, they did! I do not know whether or not Marlboro
If the Boscobel membership
shortened because the Clem- drive reaches the expected proporCigarettes helped them find an answer; all I know is that
lon players had to go to Au- tions, it may become necessary
Mariboros taste good and look good, and when things close in
gusta to call lines for Jack to ask the demson Students not
and a feller needs a friend and the world is black as the pit from
Kramer's Pro Tour that same to play on Saturdays, Sundays and
pole to pole, it is a heap of comfort and satisfaction to be sure
night. Harvard next brought Wednesday afternoons. Students
that Mariboros will always provide the same unflagging pleasIts strong team into Clemson will be advised of tins when it
ure, the same unstinting quality, in all times and climes and
and whipped the Tigers 8-1.
becomes necessary.
conditions. That's all I know.
The varsity had a match with All students will be expected to
Leonid and Salina, I say, did find an answer—a very simple
Georgia Wednesday afternoon, observe normal club rules. They
one. If their student loans did not come due until they left
but at toe time of this writing, would include each player having
school, why, then they just wouldn't leave school! So after
the score was unavailable. Today a set of sticks, positively no pracreceiving their bachelor degrees, they re-enrolled and took
the Tigers meet the Duke Blue tice shots on the course, and keepClemson
masters
degrees. After that they took doctors degrees, loads and
Devils at 2 o'clock on the varsity ing pace, demson students will
loads of them, until today Leonid and Salina, both aged 78, both
not be sold beer.
courts behind the field house.
Representatives:
They do if you use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on your head
still in school, hold doctorates in Philosophy, Humane Letters,
first! Most men use water with their hair tonic and
Jurisprudence, Veterinary Medicine, Civil Engineering, Op'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is specially made to use with water.
tometry, and Dewey Decimals. Their student loans, as of last
Water evaporates, dries out your hair. Alcohol and cream
January 1, amounted to a combined total of eighteen million
dollare, a sum which they probably would have found great
tonics evaporate, too. But 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't
difficulty in repaying had not the Department of the Interior
evaporate. It's 100% pure light grooming oil — replaces
Room B-825
recently declared them a National Park.
— TO —
oil that water removes. And just a little does a lot!

S£5S^!°

Frosh Netmen Lose
To UNQ Take Furman

Duffers Record
' ^| Wins Over South

Bengal C'mdermen Top
NC State At Raleigh

HOKE SLOAN

Onfanps

Outdoor Tips

Bring Your Date
To The

Mural Golf Meeting Set;
New Softball Schedule Wed.

T0WNE HOUSE
We Specialize In . . .

CHARCOAL BROILED
STEAKS

$1.25 and up

Tiger Tennis
Team Hosts
Duke U. Sat.

kWjfa.azfycffigdcJk

Boscobel Sets New
Student Policy;
Effective At Once

... Clothes
Men

Like

Bring Your Dance Date

BUDDY DAY

HOLLY HILL INN

DICKULMER
Room D-336

— Open For Breakfast Sunday —

it'8 clear * 4
it's clean... it's

VASELINE

O 1W1 Msi 8b»lau

TONIC

TASCLIX' Kill T0H1C IS « IKISTIIEt TIABCH1K 01 i-lilUt.il Kill 1KC

You don't need a student loan—just a little loose change—
to grab gourseU a nem kind of smoking pleasure from the
makers of Marlboro—the unaltered king-size Philip Morris
Commandos. Wtlcmte abmmrd!
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News - Piedmont Relays Attract Top Athletes
Rewrite Of Record Book Slated;
Florida State Favored Entrant

The Spring Grind Continues
By JOHN SNAVELY
Asst. Sports Editor

Who Can Doubt?
The Clemson Diamond Tigers are not off to their
usual good start. Although 5-3 at this writing, the
power laden sophomore dominated Tigs have not been
impressive. This writer walked timidly into Coach
Wilhelm's office Monday, and asked how the Tigers
were looking. Half-fearful of having to listen to some
long song and dance about not getting any breaks, the
poor weather handicap, not enough toughmindedness
or sophomoritis; to his utter surprise out of the coach's
mouth came the words: "This is the best team ever."
It took about half-an-hour of convincing, but
according to Wilhelm, these are the facts: The
Tigers are sure to jell. This Clemson team is the
best college team in 15 or 20 states, and the ACC
pennant will belong to Clemson in mid-May. A
strong batting attack, consistent fielding led by
shortstop Elmo Lam, and pitching depth will carry
the Tigers thru.
Lam's play so far has been the beacon. He handled
SO chances without an error and has 14-33 at bat. This
is one example of the all-around ability of the Sophs.
Heretofore, Lam was an outfielder by trade. Johnny
Jones, in Wilhelm's estimation needs only the opportunity to play and before long will be a centerfielder
of the Doug Hoffman, Ty Cline quality. Pete Ayoub
has handled some tough chances with ridiculous ease
at second and has hit timely for a .333 average.

Spring football is here at Clemson as is evidenced on the practice field. Scrimmage
games have attracted good-sized crowds who come to see the vaunted Tigers. Practices are
rough and prove that college football is not for the weak in heart or body. (Tiger Sports
Photo by Steven Ackerman)

Game Saturday

Spring Practice Proves Success
To Coaches, But Hard On Players

By JOE SWANN
Tiger Sports Writer
Today, the Clemson football
team starts the last lap of spring
Wilhelm can go on and on. . . .Bohonak, Taylor, practice. So far this spring pracRyan; two fine catchers in Dave Lynn and Jack Vero- tice has been one of the best ever.

nee. But the gist of the story is pitching, to which the
conversation always returns. Sophs Damon Vincent
and Gene Harbison have started every game with Vincent recording his fifth with Furman Tuesday. Harbison has been working better each outing, but Vincent
has been somewhat disappointing. Damon has the arm
and the stuff to be one of the best in the land. To date
his failure has been due to a lack of understanding of
the price that must be paid on the hill. Gridder Dave
Olson has the arm to be a strong supporting pitcher.
Jimmy Roller pitching in 5 of the first 6 games, has
surprised no one. He is the stopper on the staff. Dave
Sprouse and Charley Pasqualini lend credit to the
aforementioned depth.

TIGS TOP

(Continued from Page 4)
one. In the sixth Furman came
back and on the bat Bob Rasmussen got two runs. Rasmussen
sailed a ball out of the park in
left center field after Phil Chewning had singled. Purman's biggest
bid to get back into the ball game
came in the seventh inning when
they pushed over five runs to
chase Vincent. Rasmussen again
had the big bat for the Purples
as he tripled to right center. Larry
Abbott had two of the visitor's
RBI's in the seventh.
We predict that the present theme "What's
After Furman's uprising in that
wrong with the Tigs?" will soon be replaced by inning no one else threatened and
the final score read: CLEMSON
"There go the terrific Tigs". Wilhelm has prom- 14-PURMAN 9. The Bengals will
ised such before. He has delivered. Now all he try to get back into the race for
the ACC lead today and tomorwants is more bleachers to accommodate the row as they tangle with North
crowds. (Presently seating only 2200—not enough Carolina and N.C. State, respectively. Y'all come out and supto seat the Dorm students.) When that's all he port our fine ball club. We are
said to have the largest crowds
wants, can you still have doubts??
at our games than any other
ACC school so let's get out and
Spring Practice — Merciless Mentor?
prove it to our visitors this
Spring practice has now been in progress 12 days weekend.

and about 80 boys are still fighting it out for team
position next fall. This writer meandered down to
Coach Howard's office and asked him how practice
was going. The goal of Spring practice according to
the Baron is to perfect the fundamentals of the game;
blocking, tackling, etc., and generaly to see what material we have. Right now Howard is trying to find
out who has the most desire to play.
Some students seem to think that Howard is getting too rough, too merciless toward his boys. This
reported asked the coach what his opinion was on this.
The Baron reached for another "chaw" and answered,
"We don't work any harder than anyone else in getting
our boys ready, but the only way to win is by being
tough as hell. Injuries this year aren't running ahead
of those in past years. We wouldn't have any injuries
if everybody had gotten in shape before practice
started like he was supposed to."
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The team has already practiced
ten days outside, and this is equal
to the total number of days practiced last spring.
Practice, starting later this year
is proving to be harder for the
boys, but very successful for the
team. The coaches have more
time to work with the team and
to give the players the muchneeded experience that was
lacked by the Tigers last year.
The players have found themselves on a verbal elevator as
the coaches try to find the right
men for a winning combination.
As of now the first team consists of center Morrison, guards
Gue and West, tackles Hynes
and Engel, ends Thorsland and
Crowley, quarterback Anderson,
halfbacks Barnes and
Black,
and McGuirt at fullback. The
coaches hope this will strengthen this one spot which is causing them some worry.
Guards and quarterback are also possible weaknesses but the
coaches hope that a little more
experience will cure this worry.
So far there are seventeen boys
on the injured list, but eleven of
these have had operations or broken bones, most of these resulting
from last year.
This Saturday there will be
another intrasquad game. The
Orange, composed of teams one,

SIR WALTER RALEIGH
Protective Pouch Keeps Tobacco

three, and five play the White,
composed of two four, and six.
In the first game, the Orange
won 35 to 20, but the White rebounded to win the second game
27 to 26. Who will win the game
this Saturday? Yes, that's right,
Clemson, but next year's games
will not be predicted as easily.
Let's give the team our support
now, and help them keep the spirit and determination that will
make the Clemson Tigers number
one next year.

TAR HEEL
(Continued from Page 4)
was medalist against Carolina
with a 75.
Next Monday the golf team travels to College Park for their fifth
match of the season against Maryland. The following day they will
compete against Virginia at Charlottesville, and on April 21-22 they
will compete in the S. C. Intercollegiate Tournament at Hampton.

By DAVE GUMULA
Tiger Sports Writer
Tomorrow one of the big track
events of the state will be held.
Some 1500 athletes from 115 teams
in high school, junior college, college freshmen, and college divisions are expected to compete. A
television coverage will begin on
1 p.m. tomorrow.
Eighty eight high schools from
throughout the South have already
entered in the high school division
which will be divided into two
classes. Furman Coach Chuck
Rohe, the Relays director, is expecting the largest field in the
four year history, and forecasts
are that records may fall especially the college division.
Among the top college entrants
competing this year will be defending champion Florida State
which is expected to break records in several events if early
season performances mean anything. Other top college entrants
and strong contenders will be host
Furman, Clemson, The Citadel,
and Virginia Military Institute.
Other colleges entered are Pembroke, Roanoke, East Carolina,
Atlantic Christian, Catawba, Davidson, East Tennessee State, Emory, and High Point.
The Seminole team coached by
Mike Long is strongest in the field
events and also have a excellent
contingent in the dashes with
their weakest spot in the distance
events. At least one record holder
will return with the Seminoles in
high jumper Steve Long, son of

the FSU coach, who set the record last year with a leap of
6'3y2", but who has already jumped 6'4" this year.
A new record in the mile relay
run is also expected as Furman,
The Citadel, and FSU have all
bettered the record set by FSU
last year of 3:22.5. All of these
teams have bettered the record by
at least four seconds this yaar.
Furman's Ken Garrett set the
shot put record last year but will
not be back to defend it. Seminole
weight man Don Ostergaard is the
man expected to come
away
from the meet with the record.
Sophomore Herb Kraft is a
threat in the broad jump with a
23'4" jump against Furman earlier this season as an indication.
The record for this event is held
by Keith Crawford, also of Morida State, with a 23'1" leap.
Clemson's Jim Moorehead will
be a strong contender in the distance events: the mile run, the
two mile run, and the 880. In the
dashes Don Gilbert is among the
top varsity contenders.
Clemson's freshman team will
present quite a challenge. Gary
Zetterower, a broad jumper, has
cleared 23' in high school might

come through if he can overcome
his 21 '6" barrier this year. Jimmy Wynn, a dash man, will be
strong competitor for the dash
events. Dick Dobbs, discus and
shot put man, has suffered a chipped ankle but might be able to
come through with a first honors.
The freshman mile relay team is
the brighest spot in the picture as
they have consistently beaten varsity teams in this event.

MURAL GOLF
(Continued from Page 4)
E5 Oranges 13, B9 4; E3 16, F4
0; Phi Psi 12, Delta Kappa Alpha Devils 4; and Delta Kapps
Alpha Deacons 10, Kappa Delta
Chi 0. A total of 42 teams are involved in double-elimination play.
Five tournament winners will vie
for the campus championship in
mid-May.
NOTICE
Coach Wilhelm announced that
the games scheduled for 6115
Wednesday, April 19, wil lb*
played at 5:30 instead. Eight
teams are involved in this
schedule change made in compliance with wishes of local
churches.
Henceforth no
games will be played after
supper on Wednesdays.

SULLIVAN HARDEWARE CO.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Hardware

-

Sporting Goods

"Serving This Section Since 1885"

The COUNTRY KITCHEN Has

PIZZAS
From 6:00 P.M. to 10:30 P.M., have 'em with cold drinks, coffee or
to go in their convenient aluminum pans.
Flavors
Plain
Pepperonia
Salami
Sausage
Anchovie
Mushroom
Deluxe
.

9 inch Pizza
50c
60c
60c
60c
60e
60c
70c

12 inch Pizza
$.95
$1.20
$1.20
$1.20
$1.20
$1.20
$1.30

Don't forget our doughnuts and poor-boy sandwiches, available 7:30
A.M. to 10:30 P.M. everyday.

Phone Your Order In At OL 4-2613

The COUNTRY KITCHEN-:-WsN^SHOP

ON YOUR
WAY UP...

FRESHER!
No cpills
When you -f if

WHILE VISITING

WINTHROP COLLEGE

jusf dip in!

See The

PARK INN GRILL
FOR FINE FOOD

Oft JUST ON YOUR WAY?

NOTICE
FEB. '62
GRADUATES
ORDER CLASS RINGS
BETWEEN
APRIL 15TH & MAY 15TH
To Assure Your Rings Being
Delivered On Time

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone 654-2661 or 654-5172

fioonw or Later
\o«rFavorif«"7obaceo!

New protective aluminum foil pouch keeps
famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresher
than old-fashioned tin cans. Choice Kentucky btwrley-extra aged. Get the
familiar orange-and-black pack with
the new pouch inside!
SMELLS GRAND — PACKS RIGHT!
SMOKES SWEET —CAN'T BITE!

CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTICS
STARTS YOUNG
ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS
ON THEIR WAY UP
IMMEDIATELY

Before you decide on your professional association, check
the advantages of Convair/Astronautics.
|/ Check the programs -Atlas, Centaur, Midas, ARENTS.
Check the facUities — new and modern in every respect.
Check the generous tuition refund plan for. advanced
studies.
Check the location - San Diego, a city of half a million,
has the finest climate in the U.S.
Check all the advantages of a career at "Astro" — with
your placement office, or write to Mr. R. M. Smith, Industrial Relations Administrator-Engineering, Dept. 130-90,
Convair/Astronautics, 5200 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego
12, California.

CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTICS

«SSSHS GENERAL DYNAMICS
SAN DIEGO 12, CALIFORNIA

MBM
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MILITARY
BALL

The

3)
3)
3)

Tiger

SPRING
HOP
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Spring Hop Highlights Eventful Weekend
Friday's Formal Features Jungaleers, Hamilton Sings Saturday

Scabbard And Blade Banquet
Features Edwards As Speaker
One of the most outstanding
events of an eventful weekend
will take place in the form of
the annual Scabbard and Blade
Banquet. This affair, which
many consider to be the semiclimax of Military Ball, will be
held this year at 7:00 p. m. in
the Clemson Room of the Clemson House.

Shown above are the outstanding performers featured at the two dances slated for this
weekend. The Jungaleers are outstanding on the local scene and Hamilton is popular for
his many records and unique singing style. (Tiger Special Photo)

News From Past On Jungaleers Gives
Interesting Insight On Organization
Ed. Note: The following
article is a slice out of the interesting past of Clemson's
Jungaleers. It would seem appropriate to reissue this bit of
news which appeared in THE
TIGER on November 3, 1949,
for the interest and enjoyment of those who don't realize that the present orchestra
which plays tonight is the result of many years of change
and merger.

Voted at a Joint meeting last
Thursday night,
the merger
provides for the use of key men
from both bands in a group
which will use the Jungaleers
name and. the properties and
libraries of both. Stalvey, who
will head the hybrid organization, added that the bands were
brought together for the better
ment of both under the pre-war
set up whereby the Jungaleers
were the principal dance band,
and a "junior" band acted as a
stepping stone for the development of fresh talent to replace
The Jungaleers and The Briggraduates.
adiers,
traditional Clemson
dance-band rivals for more than
"The new band will be able
a decade, have ended hostilities to produce more danceable
with a merger which became ef- music than either could profective last Friday night, Octo- duce heretofore,"
Stalvey
ber 8, according to an an- added. "This is the primary
nouncement by Derrick Stalvey, purpose of bringing the two
pre-med senior of Georgetown, together — bettering Clemson
and Bob Mace, agricultural en- dance music."
gineering senior of Marion,
Tentative membership of the
leaders of the two participating
reorganized Jungaleers includes
outfits respectively.

Stalvey, lead trumpet; Charles
"Pee" Jones, ride trumpet;
Foster Boone, textile manufacturing sophomore from Orangeburg, third trumpet.
Also, Jack Major, mechanical
engineering freshman of Telassee, Fla. Lead trombone; Dave
Peterson, electrical engineering
freshman of Anderson, second
trombone; Don Rohn, mechanical engineering sophomore of
Dover, N. J., lead saxophone;
Leon "Spike" Williams, architecture junior of Hampton, Va.,
second saxophone;
Dick Hedden,
textile
manufacturing
freshman of Mooresville, N. C,
third saxophone;
Marion
Dykes, textile engineering sophomore of Aiken, fourth saxophone; and Gerald Scarborough, arts and sciences freshman of Florence, baritone saxophone.

tile manufacturing senior of
Spartanburg is business manager. No bass player has been selected as yet.
The new band will make its
initial appearance
at
the
alumni dance tomorrow night,
November 4, in the College
Field House. Riding in the
former Brigadeer bus and
carrying its instuments in the
former Jungaleers' trailer, the
the band will play for the
Limestone College FreshmanSophomore Ball on Saturday,
November 12, and in Spartanburg for the Converse College
Junior Hop on Saturday, November 19.

ed during after-dinner proceed- det Sergeant will be selected
ings. Officers for next year will
from among the dates of membe announced by the outgoing
bers of the Executive Sergeants.
brass.
The Honorary Cadet Corporal
Information concerning selec- will be selected from among the
tions for Honorary Officer titles dates of members of Clemson's
to be conferred upon four lucky Chapter of the Pershing Rifles.
young ladies at the dance Fri- Honorary Cadet Private will be
day night has been made avail- selected from among the dates
able. This is primarily the same of members of the freshman
Dr. R. C. Edwards, president as last year, but for those who drill teams from both the Air
of Clemson, will be the princi- are not familiar with how selec- Force and Army ROTC.
pal speaker for the banquet tions are made for Honorary
The young ladies so honored
with invited guests including reCadet Colonel, Sergeant, Corpo- will be presented and given
tired military personnel in the
special recognition at approprisurrounding area who are still ral and Private, the following is
ate ceremonies to be held at the
interested in military matters, presented.
Friday night dance. In addition
department heads and members
The Honorary Cadet Colonel to this, they will be present on_
of varidus military organizawill be selected from among the the reviewing stand during the'
tions on campus.
last drill of the year when the
dates of members of the Scab- combined Air Force and Army
In this last category fall all
junior and senior cadets in ad- bard and Blade. Honorary Ca- ROTC units will pass in review.
vanced Air Force and Army
ROTC and the Pershing Rifles,
just back from an interesting
trip to our nation's capital.

Dress for the banquet will be
the same as it is for the dance
which is to follow. This means
dress uniform with a white shirt
though. We feel sure that weeks and bow tie. It is requested that
were longer and dance week- button-down collars and ties
other than black or midnight
ends just as far apart to them,
blue not be worn.
even though nowadays we have
much more time in the same The banquet itself will be
periods.
quite a gala affair served buffet
style and costing only $2.50 per
One thing has not changed
person for those who are not
though in all the years since the
special invited guests, present
article above was written; it is
Scabbard and Blade members
still just as much fun to help
and old Scabbard and Blade
make a dance weekend a part of
members.
the history of Clemson now as
then. Will you do your part this New members of Scabbard
weekend?
and Blade will also be recogniz-

Country Clubs that wish to
contact and engage the new
Jungaleers
dance
band
for
Christmas balls must contact
Business Manager Charlie Pace
in Room 19 of the YMCA immediately. Only three dates are
Also, in the rhythm section, now vacant, according to an anRay Price, architecture senior nouncement by Pace.
of Columbia, drums; and Bo
Numerous Dances
Parnell, arts and sciences sophomore of Ware Shoals, piano.
So ends one of many accounts
Ex-Brigadeer leader Mace Is of how the Jungaleers of today
vocalist, and Charlie Pace, tex- came to be. It is not surprising
that the merger reported above
came about. In 1949, issues of
THE TIGER are filled with the
names of all sorts of dance
bands; they must have come a
Scabbard and Blade announdime a dozen.
ced that the selection of Queens
for the Military Ball will be
There were a lot more
Honorary Cadet Colonel, chosen dances in those days, too. One
from dates of Scabbard and is mentioned in the foregoing
Blade members, Honorary Ca- article that no longer exists,
det Sergeant, chosen from the The Alumni Dance. This must
dates of Executives Sergeants have been a big weekend, too
members, and Honorary Cadet because dance weekend picCorporal, chosen from dates of tures dot THE TIGER with
members of Pershing Rifles. sponsors and activities are reI Honorary Cadet Private, chosen ported in abundance.
from dates of members of Army
and Air Force Freshmen drill Maybe so much activity didn't
seem too abundant to the cadets
| teams.

Queens Announced

Members of these organizations are urged to enter their
dates in the contests. The selection will be made after the Military Banquet. The Honorary
Cadet Colonel selection will be
in the Red Room of the Clemson House.

Letter To The Editor

Do You Ever
Dance Alone?
Box 885
Winthrop College
Rock Hill, S. C.

Also selection of the Honorary
Cadet Corporal in Room 1 of
Student Center and Honorary Dear Phil,
I Cadet Private in Room 4 of the
Have you ever danced alone?
Student Center.
It is a little difficult to lead and
follow — so we've come to the
conclusions, "It takes two to
tango!" — Rock n'Roll, that is!
And with Roy Hamilton at
Clemson I suppose there will be
lots of rocking and rolling going
on. Phil, dear, have you ever
noticed those darling noses being pressed against those cold
glass windows on dance weekends? Well, once I noticed the
sight of many handsome tiger
lads doing just this. I am going
to offer a suggestion to remedy
this situation. Now, now, don't
thank me, yet. I know many
lovely winthrop girls who would
just love to take the place of
those windows. Write to this
box number if you want to gladden the hearts of those young
lads.
Perhaps you'd better
hurry — Roy Hamilton is drawing near.
Sponsors for CDA reading from left to right are; first row; Miss Katherine Williams,
Converse College, for Dick Harvin, President; Miss Furman Ivey, Greenville, for Jerry
Until we meet,
Fuller, Vice-President; second row, Mrs. Edna Powell, Clemson, for Kenneth Powell, SecTHE
SOCIETY
FOR
retary-Treasurer; Mrs. Jane Boney, Clemson, for John Boney, Placing Chairman; third
THE PREVENTION OF
row, Mrs. Eleanor Sims, Clemson, for Johnny Sims, Publicity Chairman; Miss Linda AbNOSE PRESSING
bott, Coker College, for George Johnson, Floor Chairman; Miss Julie Withers, Columbia
(No offense to the Eskimos!!)
College, for Alwyn Brown, Decoration Chairman.

CDA Sponsors For Dance Weekend

Announce Sponsors For Scabbard And Blade
Scabbard and Blade sponsors for the Military Ball are: Left
to Right (Top Row) Mrs. Jo Ann Lewis, Clemson for Buddy
Lewis; Miss Ramona Thomas, Converse College for Don
Greer; (Second Row) Mrs. Joann Greer, Clemson for Bob
Greer; Miss Joyce Lewis, Limestone for Phil Crotwell; Miss
Suanne Sharp, Converse College for Harvey Newton; Miss
Elaine Massey, Greenville for Bob Odom; (Third Row) Mrs.

Bob Moser, Clemson for Bob Moser; Mrs. Lowndes Shingler,
Clemson for Lowndes Shingler; Mrs. Jackie Lee, Clemson for
Jackie Lee; Miss Barbara Steed, Jackson, S. C. for Robert
Hill; (Fourth Row) Miss Kay Gerald, Agnes Scott College for
Charlie Floyd; Mrs. Hugh Garner, Furman for Hugh Garner;
Miss Furman Ivey, Converse College for Jerry Fuller; Miss
Kathleen Lee, Lander College for David Rogers.

Spring Dances Weekend 1961
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Murals Examined .
By PHIL SCOVILLE
Tiger Sports Writer
An important part of college life on the campus is
the intramural program here at Clemson. Many students are unaware of the benefits that intramurals
offer, but those who take interest in them seem to find
the program rewarding. Here are listed some student
comments regarding the intramural program.
"I think intramural sports serve as a means for
relieving the tensions of studying, and also as a means
of building up friendly competition among groups and
individuals."
Charles Cuttins "63"
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Clemson PR's Cop Third Place
Winner, Incumbent, Loser Pose

"The intramural program fills the needs of the
sports-minded students who need some form of organized sport in which to participate. From many
students academic reports, athletics were the only
reason they went to high school. Intramurals serve
as the outlet that enables them to adjust to the
scholastic atmosphere of college."
Phil Crotwell "61"

By FRED HUGHES
Tiger News Writer
Clemson's Pershing Rifles added another "feather to their cap"
by placing third in the nation
in the annual Cherry Blossom
Parade competition held in Washington, D. C, on April 8. There
were over 200 marching units in
the parade.
The P-R's are commanded by
PR Captain William S. Brant
whose staff consists of 1st Lieutenant Frederick S. Hughes, Executive Officer, 2nd Lt. Robert F.
Dansby, Jr., Operations Officer,
and Lt. James K. Caughman, Public Information Officer. Accompanying this year's unit to Washington was Special 2nd Lt. D. I.
Wilson. Faculty Advisor for the
PR-'s is Lt. Col. Billy M. Guice
of Clemson ROTC department.
In the ROTC Trick Drill competition Clemson's PR's placed
ninth out of a field of 53 of the
best drill units in the country.
The judging: was on a basis
of 1000 points perfect score. The
Clemson team scored 837
points.
Rutgers First
Placing first in the drill competition was the Queen's Guard
from Rutgers University with a
total of 940 points. The Purdue
University Drill Team was
second with 936 points and the
Air Force Drill Team from the
University of Colorado with a
score of 933 points was third.
The P R's left Clemson on Sunday, April 2, at about 7:30 p. m.

and arrived at their place of residence for the week, Fort Belvoir,
Va., at approximately 8:15 Monday morning. Monday was spent
unpacking and getting settled.
Tuesday's activities included a
practice drill and trips to the Post
Exchange and Service clubs. The
group was free both nights and
most of them went "on the town."
One of the highlights of the
trip occurred Wednesday afternoon with a tour of the Pentagon building. Here the PR's saw
many interesting sights
and
many had to be coaxed away
abruptly in order to avoid
leaving some of the group.
Wednesday night, the unit
practiced in the Washington
National Guard Armory, the
site of the drill competition,
for about two hours, after
which the men were again allowed to go anywhere until
time to return to the base.
Shoe Shining
Thursday was spent shining
shoes and getting the uniforms in
shape for the competition on Friday.
Friday at 10:45 a.m the Clemson P R's took the floor for the
National Drill Championship and
came off with ninth place,
a
fairly respectable position
for
the school that placed 21 last
year.
The group ate lunch at the Armory and watched some other drill
teams perform. At about 5 p. m.
the group returned to the base to
change clothes and get ready

for the big boat trip. This is a
ride up the Potomac River on a
four decked boat, which docks at
an island featuring a roller
coaster and other amusement
park facilities.
After returning back down
the Potomac, the men had a
couple of hours in which to
amuse themselves. They did so
satisfactorily and returned to
the base to prepare for the parade.
Cherry Parade
Saturday was the day of the
big Cherry Blossom Parade. The
Clemson unit was number 403
and was near the back of the
parade. The unit in front of the
P R's was the Brookland-Cayce
band from West Columbia, which
won the first prize in the band
competition and also received two
other trophies. This was the first
year that Clemson has placed in
the parade competition.
The gold trophies were awarded at the Coronation Ball in the
Hotel Washington Saturday night.
Clemson's trophy, which is presently being displayed in the trophy case on the loggia, was presented by Gardner McKay, star
of the
television show, "Adventures in Paradise". Miss America, 1961 was also among the
featured guests of honor.

"I consider intramurals a vital program in the de- Bob Newton chats with Angus McGregor, present student body president, and Rusty Wilivelopment of a college student. Not only does the mon, losing candidate. Bob won by a resouding margin in the race for president of the
program furnish the exercise which every young man student body. (News Staff Photo by Jerry Stafford)
needs, but it gives each person an opportunity to participate in the various sports and instills the competitive spirit that each individual should have to prepare
himself for his life's vocation."
(I. P.) -According to the new dent Affairs Sam MagiU stated,
Joe Anderson "63"
fraternity scholarship regulation, "the faculty committee is not out
"I believe that everyone should participate in the Wanted! A date for a movie passed by the University of North to ruin fraternities; the faculty
intramural program. So many students tend to ignore starlet! Jerry Lewis is sponsoring Carolina's standing faculty com- does not wish to see fraternities
a contest in order to find a stu- mittee on fraternities and sororthe importance of competition in life and valuable
dent to date his choice of 31 star- ities, as least 80 per cent of the destroyed but to see them justify
exercise which is surely needed by competent people lets from his new movie "The La- actives must have a "C" average their existence on grounds other
by the end of the fall semester than purely social."
for our own enjoyment. It is also a good way to blow dies' Man". .
of 1960.
A "Ladies' Man" will be electroff a little steam that generates from the frustrating
ed from this campus sometime The first failure to maintain
days in the classroom."
106 N. Main St.
this month. Each fraternity, dor this standard will result in an ofMac Ogburn "64"
GREENVILLE, S. C.
rnitory and club is invited to put ficial reprimand and warning; the
"If participated in correctly, intramurals can be up a candidate. Independents can second violation will result in loss
— At —
extremely beneficial to students who engage in these participate by submitting a "peti of rushing privileges in the following semester and until the
extra-curricular activities. In an effort to provide tion" signed by 10 feUow students.
grades have been brought up to
recreation for students, intramural plays a vital part Any interested student who the standard. The "C" average is
in stimulating this interest. Many times, the facilities would like to compete for our for each semester, not an accumcampus' "Ladies' man"
title
' provided by the college are over crowded and dis- should contact THE TIGER office ulative average. The "C" average
for initiation will be maintained.
courage students who wish to vitalize these facilities. on the fourth floor of the Student
Work done by individuals durCenter.
You'll
be
asked
to
select
"Through organized leagues, intramurals ening summer school will have no
the
girl
you'd
like
to
date
and
able more students to take advantage of the various
You Save
write a 25 word statement on why effect on the semesterly compurecreational functions. It was in this interest that
tation to determine if a fraterniyou would like to date her.
ty can meet the academic standThe Middle
intramurals were begun, so that more students
This is a nation wide - contest ards.
could play, rather than for establishing a championwhich includes colleges and uniMan's Profit!
Commenting on the new acadeversities throughout the nation
ship. Under proper coordination and supervision,
mic
ruling,
assistant
Dean
of
StuOne student will be selected from
intramurals will continue to be of great importance
Newest in college and
each college and later one of these
in college life."
conservative
will be chosen to select his date
Marshall Snoody "64"
clothes.
from 31 starlets.
"Many star high-school athletes find that intercollegiate competition here at Clemson is geared a little
too high for their ability. Rather than drop athletic
(I.P.)—Wofford College will
competition altogether, the boys should enter the intrasend one-fourth of its faculty
mural competition. Many students go through Clemon a seven-weeks tour abroad Pictured from left to right are the new YMCA officers: Bill Simpson, Recording Secre, son without ever engaging in any athletic competition. Telephones in the dormitories each year, beginning in the tary; Whitey Holliday, President; and Hoe Littleton, Vice-president. (Tiger News Photo
"Some protest that their studies take up too much are now installed, and they are summer of 1961, according to by Jerry Stafford)
ail announcement by Dean
of their time, others that they don't have the ability. A all in working order, according Covington who was trying to
to the telephone office. The new
person should never neglect his physical conditioning, telephone system has direct dial- think of some way to encourand one of the best ways to receive this conditioning is ing numbers with which outsiders age faculty growth and de(Continued from Page S)
can dial directly into the dormi velopment, will be initially
through competition in the intramural program."
the
radio station—WSBF—and The
tories. The area code number is helped by a Ford Foundation
Tiger had what some call a party;
"The set-up which Coach Wilhelm (the head of 803, and the exchange number is grant of $15,000.
others use more descriptive nouns.
L the intramural program) has now, enables any boy 654.
Funds from the grant will The main events of the day were
not
be
used
to
pay
for
the
who so desires to enter intramural competition from Listed below are the numbers
football, volleyball, and as the
professor's travel. Foundation
billiards to touch football. Whether a person likes in the dormitories to be used with funds are for the director of day wore on, elephant chasing,
New Chevrolet IMPALA SPORT COUPE
654—: A-6, 9931; A-7, 9986; A-8,
tree, climbing, sailing, and dam
team sports or individual competition, he is wise to 9998, A-9, 9952;
'95 B-5, 9935; B-6, the program, Dean Covington, busting.
All five Impala models combine Body
find some intramural activity to his liking.
9958; B-7 —; B-8, 9968; B-9,
by Fisher beauty with a new measure of
MM
C-5, 9956; C-6, ASTME Contributes
"Having been associated with the intramural 9914; C-4, 9944;
practicality. Door openings of this Sport
9984; C-7, 9924;
02 D-3, 9913; D-4,
program, both as a participant and an official I can
Coupe, for instance, are over a halfVolumes
To
Library
9929; D-5, 9933
)9i
E-2, 9941; E-3,
foot wider this year.
state without a doubt, that Coach Wilhelm has de9973; E-4, 9938;
93 and E-5, unlist- Four large volumes containing
all the research reports published at present.
veloped our intramural activities to the highest
E-6, 9949; F-l, 9926; F-2, 9989; ed to date by the American Sostandards possible. The effectiveness of the proF-3, 9997; F-4, 9962; F-5, 9937; ciety of Tool and Manufacturing
gram is now in the hands of the students."
8-1, 9982; 8-2, 3, <fc 4, Bight, Engineers Research Fund have
"The intramural program here at Clemson, while 9905; 8-2, 3, & 4, Left, 9993; been added to the engineering
very effective, still could be improved. One improve- 4-R, 9971; 4-L, 9908; 5-R, 9964; section of the Clemson College
5-L, 9959; 6-R, 9948; 6-L, 9980; Library. The volumes are a gift
ment I would like to see would be the addition of a 7-R, 9934; and 7-L, 9916.
from the ASTME.
weekend intramural program so that the students who
New Chevrolet IMPALA CONVERTIBLE
The four books contain 28 redon't go home every weekend could use some of their King Addresses I.M. search reports and greatly enrich
Here's one wide open for fun and a
spare time playing in organized contests."
the library's resource material in
lot of the fun is in Chevy's Jet-smooth
Seminar On Banking the field of creative manufacturride. Add Turboglide transmission
Jim Loyd "62"
Ernest L. King, vice-president ing and process fundamentals.
(extra-cost option) to this or any Chevy
of the South Carolina National Volume titles are "Metal Cutting
V8 for tops in easy going.
Bank, will speak on banking as a Research," Evaluation of Metal
career and how it serves com- Cutting," "Plastics, for Tooling,"
merce and industry at the Clem- and "Metal Stamping."
son Industrial Management Seminar. The event will take place
Thursday, April 20, at 2 p.m.
A native of Anderson, Mr. King
has served as national bank examiner, vice-president of the NasNew Chevy Corvair 500
,££&.
&"w
T^^ ^^ "^P^
4HV'
■ TS"^
^Hp
sau National Bank of Brooklyn
LAKEWOOD STATION WAGON
SENECA, S. C.
Here's the choice that makes choosing
and as president of the Flushing
Loads
of space inside—and still more
the
new
car
that's
right
for
you
easier
National Bank of Flushing, N. Y.
Fri., April 14
in the trunk up front. And with all
after leaving Anderson in 1920.
than ever. Thirty-one models in alltheir wagon-size versatility, these rear"UNDER
designed to suit almost any taste, priced
Returning to Anderson in 1951,
engine Lakewoods handle like a charm.
he assumed his present position
to suit almost any budget. There's a
TEN FLAGS"
of vice-president of the South Carwhole crew of Chevy Corvairs, including
VAN HEFLIN
olina National Bank in charge of
CHARLES LAUGHTON
thrifty sedans and coupes and four
Queens College Choir will present a concert Wednesday at the Anderson offices.
— • —
wonderful new wagons. Budget8:15 p.m. in Tilltnan Hall. The group will present a proSot. Afternoon, April 15
gram ranging from 17th century to comtemporary music.
wise Biscaynes—lowest priced full-sized
Chevrolets. Beautiful Bel Airs, sump"4D MAN"
WIDE CHOICE OF
tuous Impalas and America's only true
In Color
OK USED CARS, TOO!
sports car—the Corvette.
— • —
(Continued from Page 3)
More people are buying new ^^
Drop by your Chevrolet
Sat. Night, Mon. fir Tue>.
Chevrolets than any other f/h|M
group of fourteen were very much impressed by the
April 16, 17 & 18
dealer's and do your new
In
make. So your dealer's got a W^
beautiful gates used to enclose the cadets, and so they
"THE
car shopping the easy way
wide choice of OK Used Cars. ^""^
went closer for better inspection of said gates. Here
—in one convenient stop.
WACKIEST SHIP
an unfortunate incident happened. Carelesss handling
IN THE ARMY"
of the locks for these gates (proivded for the occasion)
JACK LEMMON
resulted in their being shut tight and the poor cadets
RICKY NELSON
were once again securely locked in their Citadel.
Color
— • —

Chance Offered
For A "Romeo"
To Date Starlet

Frai Committee Maintains Average

0. P.O.
CLOTHES

YMCA Officers Confer

'Faclory-To-You'
Prices

Wofford College
To Send Faculty
Bell Announces On Tour Abroad
New Dialing
In Dormitories

WOULD YOU

Choose just
the Jet-smooth
efresh
Chevy you
without
want in
filling
one stop
at your
Chevrolet
dealer's

R

Queens College Choir Visits Clemson

a f* 9 0

f :m

NONSENSE

: OCONEE :
:THEATRE:

FOR THE
BEST

CAMPUS
STYLED

For Oconee's Finest Food
— AND —

Fastest & Courteous Service

CLOTHES

Shop Abbott's

Phone: TU 2-3002
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

"A FEVER
IN THE BLOOD"
JACK KELLY

TIME DRIVE-IN
Entering Seneca On Your Right

Wed. & Thurt.
April 19 & 20

MENS

SHOP

SENECA, S. C

Monday-Saturday Afternoon
ADULTS
60c
STUDENTS
50e
Children (under 14) 25c
Saturday Night
ADULTS & STUDENTS _ 75e

The iidt
refreshment
Under Appointment
From Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson - Greenwood

New Chevrolet BEL AIR 4-D00R SEDAN
Priced just above the thriftiest full-sized
Chevrolets, all four Bel Air models bring
you beauty that likes to make itself useful.

Slimmer and trimmer on the outside; yet
inside there's a full measure of Chevrolet's
roomy comfort.

See the new Chevrolet can, Chevy Corvairs and tht new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer'tl
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Clemson Contributes
Sub To War Centennial
Representing Clemson's contribution to the Civil War Centennial
celebration in Charleston Wednesday was a 30 foot black submarine. This is a replica of the Confederate submarine "Hunley," the
first submarine to sink an enemy
warship in combat.
Constructed for the South Carolina Centennial Commission, the
"Hunley" was taken to Charleston this week to participate
in a parade and other ceremonies commemorating the War
Between the States. This submarine is like the original in all respects except for the thickness of
the sides, absence of a power unit,
and a few other minor alterations.
Funds for the construction were
provided the College by outside
sources and no state funds were
appropriated. The project has received the special attention of R.
C. Edwards, President of Clemson
College.
The story of the 'Hunley" began shortly before the Federal
capture of New Orleans in 1862.
Capt. John Hunley and two assistants were engaged in the
construction of a torpedo boat
which they hoped would help destroy the Northern ships blockading the Southern ports. When
Farragut captured the city,
Hunley and his group scuttled
the boat and went to Mobile,
Alabama.
Due to their experience with the
New Orleans project, the Confederate authorities commissioned
them to build a similar vessel at
the Park & Lyons Machine Shops
in Mobile.
A twenty-five foot iron submarine was constructed and after several successful trial cruises it was
ordered to attack the Federal
fleet blockading Mobile Bay. Before it reached the fleet, the rough
sea swamped the vessel although
the crew escaped.
Third Try
After this failure, Hunley began
a third sub which was to become
the C.S.S. Hunley. During the entire project, Hunley maintained a
pioneering faith in the future of
the undersea boat as the weapon
to turn the tide of the Confederacy's war at sea.
A converted cylindrical boiler
forty-eight inches wide and
twenty-five feet long was used
for the main hull of the vessel.
Each end of the sub was sealed
off into compartments to be
flooded with water for submerging. Manual hand pumps were
provided at each end to pump
out the tanks when the sub desired to surface.
A mercury pressure gauge was
attached to the hull to indicate the
depth when the boat was below
the surface. Diving fins were located near the bow to aid in surfacing and diving.
Power was furnished by a hand
cranked propeller. In this arrangement, a shaft similar to the crank
shaft in an automobile ran almost
the full length of the vessel.
Eight men in sitting position
could turn the crank fast enough
to give the "Hunley" a top speed
of four m.p.h. in calm water. An
officer steered the ship while
standing in the bow looking out
the forward hatch.
Two sixteen by twelve inch
hatches were located at each end.
The rims of these were extended
eight inches above the hull and
equipped with glass panels which
gave some visibility. Due to the
lack of a periscope visibility when
submerged was practically zero.
Oxygen was supplied to the
men by an "air box" between
the hatches. This device only
operated on the surface and
when submerged the only air
supply was that contained in the
hull of the submarine. The

Come Out, Wherever You Are!

sparseness of air plus the extremely cramped quarters made
it very difficult to stay under
for any length of time. The
ship's enterior was so small that
half the crew had to enter at
the forward hatch and the rest
at the rear.
Plans For Attack
Original plans for attack provided that the sub would tow
a floating torpedo on the end of a
two-hundred foot line. Diving under the target, the floating charge
would detonate on contact with
the enemy ship.
A "torpedo" of this period consisted of an explosive charge without any power of it's own. The
torpedo used here was a copper
cylinder containing 90 pounds of
explosive.

federate authorities decided that
the geography and currents .of
Charleston Harbor would allow
the sub to attain it's maximum
effectiveness. The "Hunley's"
long streak of had luck began
soon after arrival at the harbor
when Lieut. John Payne and
eight volunteers were drowned
as a swell capsized the vessel.
A second test cruise ended in
disaster carrying six men to the
bottom. General Beaureguard,
commander of the area, then reluctantly turned the project over
to a special crew from Park &
Lyons Machine Shops.
Capt. Hunley decided to personally command the next cruise.
True to form the flimsy "coffin"
failed to come up from a dive
losing the whole crew iincluding
Shown is the construction going on under ththe dining room opposite the book store. TenCapt. Hunley.
Tests using this method were
tative plans for the space inclure a barber shop, new post office, new band room, larger
Despite
the
ship's
record
of
conducted, but the torpedo tended
horror, it was salvaged again and book store, and more storage space. (News Staff Photo by Jerry Stafford)
to drift to the side of the target
when the sub was submerged. a new crew volunteered. To everyHunley decided to place
the one's surprise, the next series of
charge on the end of a twenty- dives was almost completely suctwo foot pole extended from the cessful. Gen. Jordan, now heading
bow. In this case the charge would the project, decided the ship was
be rammed into the target and as ready as it would ever be and
the vessel would retreat to a safe ordered an attack on the Federal
distance before notonating it. fleet blockading Charleston HarAfter further testing, the Con- bor.
On the night of Feb. 17, 1864,
of all, direct American interAuburn University was the scene ney, both juniors, attended from
Lt. George Dixion and his crew
Clemson, which was the only vention.
of
the
Auburn
Conference
on
Inattacked the U.S.S. Housatonic
ternational Affairs April 6-7. The South Carolina college attending.
These measures were given parwhich was anchored about ten
Conference is composed of stu- Ken remarked, "The conference ticular attention in relation to Cumiles off Charleston.
dents from colleges all over the was very educational from the
Many students fail to consult
The torpedo was rammed Southeast and whose purpose is standpoint of giving me a bet- ba, which was the focal point of
the traffic office when they rediscussion. It was generally
ceive a ticket because of the home and exploded successfully, promoting a better understanding ter understanding of the people
lack of funds, states office of but the "Hunley" was not able of the world situation.
and political situation existing agreed that the U. S. is presentstudent affairs. If they delay to retreat far enough from the
in Latin America. It certainly ly enacting the proper policies toEach conference concentrates on
longer than three days, the fine explosion and went down with
opened my eyes to factors affect- ward the Castro regime.
a particular area of the world;
automatically doubles. Dean the Union ship.
ing Latin America which canthis
years
choice
being
Mexico
Many individual students conThe replica being constructed at
Armstrong urges students who
not be derived from newspapers
tributed
many enlightening
find it impossible to pay a fine Clemson serves to commemorate and the Caribbean. The general and magazines."
points. A girl who had formerly
in the three day limit to consult the valor of these brave men who operation of the conference conKey Speakers
lived in Cuba said that after
the traffic office so that the died for their country almost one sisted of five addresses by guest
payment can be officially post- hundred years ago. The adminis- speakers, after which the 51 par- Key speakers included Dr. Will- Castro came to power 4,000 Cuponed. By this simple operation, jtration of Clemson College sin- ticipating students divided into iam Manger, former Assistant ban children between the ages
Secretary General for the Organi- of 8-14 years were sent to Russtudents can save themselves jcerely hopes that it will keep four groups for discussion.
Carroll Dennis and Ken Blake- zation of American States. Dr. sia to be orientated into Comfuture time and money, he said. i their memory revered always.
Manger has served in various ca- munism. She also commented
pacities of Latin American diplo- that fifty had fled to Florida to
macy. Thayer Waldo, internation- avoid this ordeal.
al correspondent and writer, es- A boy from Fort Lauderdale
pecially brought out many fac- said that the U. S. now has extors of interest in the situation. tensive ship and land patrols to
Dr. Basil C. Hednik, Asst. Distop gun-running to Castro. Nevrector of the Latin America Inertheless, many illegal arms shipstitute of Southern Illinois Uniments are getting through.
versity, gave the summation
Cuban Farmer
address.
Thayer
Waldo, one of the guest
All aspects of life in the countries discussed were thoroughly speakers, told of a Cuban farmer
covered by the speaders and dis- under Castro who, he said, gave
cussions. U. S. policy in connec- the general spirit of the Cuban
tion with these countries and their rural people, Castro's staunchest
problems occupied an important supporters. The farmer, when asked about Communism in Cuba,
place in the itinerary.
said that for the first time in 40
It was the general feeling of years he had shoes on his feet
the conference concerning Latin and his children had a school to
America that we are dealing attend; if this be Communism,
with the symptoms rather than let it come.
the disease itself. Mediums namSeated from left to right in the President's mansion are Ruthie Baldwin, Carolyn Berry, Oled to best combat this menace
sey Corn, Ann Steedly, Joyce Davis, Lib Longmeyer (president), Judy George, Sherrill
were the Organization of AmerHubbard, Karen Newton, Ruth Lawrence, Linda Floyd, Mrs. W. H. Burton (advisor), May
ican States, action of the peoVerdery, and Janice McDonald. Standing left to right are Pat Lindell, Betty Cauthen,
ple of the nations with the
Martha Yarborough, Sherry Holland, Mrs. R. C. Edwards, Pat May, Diane Pope, Mary
support of the U. S., and last
Roller, Jo Anne Gregory, Beth Pate, Phyllis Ott, and Ann LeFevre.

Communism In Cuba

Auburn Conference Discusses
Latin American Situation

Students Rob Selves
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Students Name
(Continued from Page 1)
and Billy Gore, pre-med major of
Columbia. These students will
compete in the general election to
be held on Tuesday. When asked
for a comment, Faris said "If
elected to the office of Sophomore
Class, I feel that I am qualified
for this position since I have served as Freshman Class Vice-President and have held several other
offices previously. Your consideration and support will be deeply
appreciated."
Gore made this statement; "I
am honored to be selected as a
nominee for Sophomore Class
President. If my classmates elect
me to the office, I shall give the
job my all."
Dave Moorhead, Ceramics engineering major from Laurens
and Tommy Page, industrial engineering major from Sumter.
Moorhead, commenting on the
election, said "Because of past
experience in this field from
having served as President of
the Freshman Class, I feel rhat
I am qualified to serve as vicepresident of the
Sophomore
Class. If elected, I will perform
the required duties of this office
to the best of my ability, as
well as any other service from
which the Sophomore Class will
receive some benefits.
Thank
your for your support."
Secretarial candidates are Charlie Cloaninger, Arts and Sciences
major of Columbia, and Seabrook
Marchant, Textile Management
major also of Columbia.
The lone candidate for treasurer
is Sam Phillips, chemical engineering major from Greenville,
who said "Having served in the
capacity of treasurer during high
school and receiving the responsibilities connected with all other offices, I feel that I will be able to
serve my class in the position of
of my ability to fulfill the duties of
treasurer. I will strive to the best
Sophomore Class treasurer."
The 12 nominees for the eight
positions in the Student Senate,
their majors and hometowns,
are: John Brownlee, mechanical

engineering, Orangeburg; Pretton Earle, chemical engineering, Greensboro, N. C. MalLojr
Evans,
Industrial
Management. Belton; and Charles Har»
per, Textile chemistry, Greenwood.
Also, Timmy Hernitt, electrical
engineering, Rock Hill;
Wayne
Kennedy, Arts and Science.,
Manning; Norman Pulliam, j
dustrial management, Augusta.
Ga.; Doug Richardson, industrial management, Lexington;
Tim Stokes, mechanical engineering, Laurens; Aubrey Swofford, mechanical engineering,
Laurens and Billy Sykes, mechanical engineering, Mannin*.

NOTICE
Buzzy Elliott, chairman «/
Elections Board, announced
Wednesday that those students now classified (as of
second semester) as first semester seniors ARE eligible U
vote for Senior Class officere.
Also, those persons now classified as either first or second
semester members of their
class, may vote for their respective class officers.
A space will be provided on
the ballot for write-in votes,
Buzzy stated. The polls will be
open from 8 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Tuesday for Class Elections.
Completely Modern

SENCONEE
MOTEL
123 By-Pass
SENECA, S. C.
Accommodations for
your parents

and dates
PHONE TU 2-2784
COFFEE SHOP — POOL

HAVING FUN??
IF NOT—COME ON UP TO THE

BUNNY HOP
You're Sure To Enjoy Our

TRAMPOLINES AND
MINIATURE GOLF COURSE
Turn Right At Traffic Light
On Easley By-Pass
Open: 10 A.M. Saturdays — 2 P.M. Sundays

HOW DEEP IS THE OCEAN? Scientific Director Dr. Andreas B.
Rechnitzer and the U. S. Navy bathyscaph "Trieste" found
out: 7 history-making miles. Dr. Rechnitzer is a Camel smoker.
He says, "I smoke Camels for one good reason: taste...rich,
satisfying taste I enjoy every time I light up."

HAVE A

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone 654-3230
Wed., Thur., Fri.,
April 12-13-14

"ALL HANDS
ON DECK"

What's it take to make the right connection?

Pat Boone

Plenty! Consider the problem. Western Electric manufactures the switching systems which
connect some 60-million Bell telephones
throughout the U. S. The average call over
today's electromechanical system requires 420
relay operations. All together, this interconnecting equipment makes up the heart of what
is, in effect, the world's largest machine.
That's where Western Electric and you
come in. The switching equipment for this
"machine" involves an enormous manufacturing job carried on by our plants throughout
the country. Because of the size and service
requirements involved, we require quality
standards far exceeding those of ordinary
manufacturing. The size of this job presents
an unusual challenge to the engineer who may
save the Bell System many thousands of dollars
by even a small cost-reduction step.
While today's switching calls for a priority
on engineering, tomorrow's will be even more
exciting. For even now the revolutionary Electronic Central Office is under field trial and
promises to remake the world of telephony.
Future Western Electric engineers, working
closely with their counterparts at Bell Tele-

CinemoScope
Color by DeLuxe
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Sat., April 15

"SWORD and the
DRAGON"
In Full Color

— • —
Sunday, April

16

"CARRY ON
ADMIRAL"
— • —
Mon. & Tuet., April 17-18

"CRY FOR
HAPPY"
Glenn Ford

— • —
Wed., April

19

"GONE WITH
THE WIND"
Technicolor

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

phone Laboratories, will concentrate heavily
on developing manufacturing methods for this
ECO equipment.
Your Western Electric assignments may
cover many of our other responsibilities as
the world's leading communications manufacturer. Perhaps you'll work on advances in
microwave transmission, or even on satellite
communications.
Joining Western Electric may well be your
right connection.
Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as physical
science, liberal arts, and business majors. For more
information, get your copy of "Western Electric and
Your Career" from your Placement Officer. Or write
College Relations, Room 6106, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. And be sure
to arrange for a Western Electric interview when the
Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.
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Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.|
Wmston-Salem, N. C; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okie.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, III., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities, General headquarters! 195 Broadway, Mew York 7, H. Y.

